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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
TOWN WARRANT FOR 1957
TOWN OF HAMPTON
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton, in the
County of Rockingham, in said State, qualified to vote in
town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the
High School Auditorium in said Hampton on Tuesday,
the Twelfth day of March, 1957, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose by Austrialian Ballot one
Selectman for Three years, one Town Clerk, one Town
Treasurer, one Collector of Taxes, four members of the
Budget Committee for three years.
ARTICLE 2. To choose all other necessary officers
for the ensuing year.
(The polls for the election of officers and to vote on
any other articles which may appear on the ballot, will
open at ten o'clock in the forenoon and will not be closed
earlier than six o'clock in the afternoon of the same day.)
ARTICLE 3. To see if the town will vote to accept
the Budget as submitted by the Budget Committee and
to raise and appropriate the sum of $453,628.00 for
Town purposes.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the town will vote to give
the Selectmen and Town Treasurer power to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the town will vote to give
the Selectmen power to administer, sell or otherwise
dispose of any real estate acquired through tax deeds.
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ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,000 for publicity and
promotion of the natural resources and recreation ad-
vantages of the Seacoast Region, said sum to be turned
over to the Seacoast Regional Development Association
for expenditure.
ARTICLE 7. On petition of Alton P. Tobey and
eleven other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to
see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Seven Thousand Seven Hundred ($7,700.00)
Dollars for the purpose of contributing through the
Hampton Beach Chamber of Commerce toward the
issuance and distribution of circulars and other written
or printed matter and toward publicity by other means
and toward promotional activities calling attention to
the resources and natural advantages of the town.
ARTICLE 8. On petition of Thomas J. Downs and
18 other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if
the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Thousand ($1,000) Dollars to be expended on the
publication and mailing of brochures, cards and other
advertising media; this being part of the program of
the Hampton Development Council as authorized by
passage of Article 31 in the Town Warrant of 1956;
provided that the majority of voters of the Town of
Hampton desire this Council to continue their work of
trying to attract new, clean industry into the town.
ARTICLE 9. On petition of Mrs. Roger F. Hender-
son and nine other legal voters of the Town of Hampton,
to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Three Thousand ($3,000) Dollars to construct
a sidewalk on the South side of High Street from Mill
Road to Five Corners.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred ($400) Dollars
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for the purchase of a resuscitator to be placed with
the Police Department.
ARTICLE 11. On petition of Bernard A. Barteau
and eleven other legal voters of the Town of Hampton,
to see if the town will vote to accept the street known as
Thomsen Road running parallel with Hobbs Road from
High Street to Mace Road.
ARTICLE 12. On petition of Beatrice T. Boudreau
and 27 other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to
see if the town will vote to change the present name of
Marsh Avenue at Hampton Beach to Sunset Boulevard.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the town will vote to amend
the Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Hampton adopted
at the Annual Town Meeting on March 8, 1949, and as
amended by subsequent Town Meetings as follows:
(A) By adding after Section 5, Article III the follow-
ing section
:
Section 6. Residential C Seasonal District. In the
Residential C Seasonal District no building or land shall
be used for any purpose except a single or double family
residence or residences and private garages accessory
thereto and not more than two single family residences
and a private garage for each residence or one double
family residence with a private garage shall be erected,
placed, moved or otherwise located on each lot. The
letting of rooms to five or less lodgers or tourists in a
single family residence or to- ten or less in a double
family residence by the owner or tenant thereof shall be
permitted.
(B) By adding after Section 6 of Article IV the fol-
lowing new section: Section 7. Residential C Seasonal
District.
1. In the Residential C Seasonal District no structure
shall exceed two stories in height nor shall any single
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family residence structure contain less than 500 square
feet at the ground level, nor shall a double family resi-
dence structure contain less than 750 square feet at
ground level, both exclusive of garages.
2. No structure in the Residential C Seasonal District
shall be placed closer than 10 feet from the street front-
age or frontages or closer than 7 feet to any other
building on the same lot or closer than 7 feet from one
side lot-line or closer than 12 feet from the opposite side
lot-line (the purpose of this is to provide for an adequate
driveway on one side or the other of the lot).
3. In the Residential C Seasonal District no building
shall be erected, placed, moved or otherwise located on
a lot containing less than 6,000 square feet in area and
less than 60 feet in width unless such a lot is on record
in the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds prior to
the adoption of this section.
(C) By adding after Section 8 of Article V the fol-
lowing new section: Section 9. Foundations. In the
Residential C Seasonal District on structure shall be
erected, placed, moved or otherwise located except on
concrete or masonry foundation walls resting on ade-
quate footings.
(D) To amend Article II Districts by changing the
number thereof from "Five" to "Six" and adding a new
district "Residential C Seasonal" between "Residence
B" and "Business".
(E) By striking out the description of the Business
District — Hampton Beach — First Street to Hampton
River in Appendix A and inserting in place thereof
the following:
BUSINESS DISTRICT — HAMPTON BEACH
FIRST STREET TO HAMPTON RIVER
Beginning at the intersection of First Street and the
Ocean Boulevard ; thence running southerly by the west-
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erly sideline of said Boulevard to a point opposite Dumas
Avenue; thence turning at right angles and running
easterly to a point 100 feet easterly from the easterly
side of said Boulevard; thence running southerly by a
line parallel to and 100 feet easterly from the easterly
side of said Boulevard to the Atlantic Ocean on the
southerly shore of Great Boars Head; thence turning
and running westerly across said Boulevard to the
westerly sideline thereof; thence running in a general
southerly direction following the westerly sideline of
said Boulevard to a point opposite Haverhill Street;
thence easterly across said Boulevard to the northeast
corner of the lot fronting on Haverhill Street and the
Boulevard; thence running in a general southwesterly
direction following the rear lines of the lots fronting on
said Boulevard to the State Park; thence turning and
running westerly by the State Park and a continuation
of the northerly line thereof to Hampton River; thence
running northerly by said river to a point on the center-
line of Bragg Avenue extended westerly ; thence turning
and running easterly by the centerline of Bragg Avenue
extended to a point 137.5 feet westerly from the town
intercepting sewer; thence turning and running north-
erly by a line parallel to and 137.5 feet westerly from
said town intercepting sewer to Church Street; thence
turning and running in a straight line to a point in a
line at right angles to Ocean Boulevard through the
intersection of Dumas Avenue and 300 feet westerly
from the westerly sideline of Ocean Boulevard; thence
running northerly by a line parallel to and 300 feet
westerly from Ocean Boulevard and westerly by a line
parallel to and 300 feet southerly from Winnacunnet
Road to a point in the extension to the westerly side-
line of Ring's Restaurant land, so-called, in a southerly
direction; thence turning and running northerly by the
projection of and by the westerly sideline of Ring's
Restaurant land to a point 300 feet northerly from
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the northerly sideline of said Winnacunnet Road ; thence
turning and running westerly 300 feet from the north-
erly sideline of Winnacunnet Road to Eel Ditch ; thence
turning and running northerly by Eel Ditch to the cen-
terline of First Street extended westerly; thence turn-
ing and running easterly by the centerline of First Street
and its extension westerly to the point of beginning.
And by adding the following new district at the end
of Appendix A:
RESIDENTIAL C SEASONAL DISTRICT
Beginning at a point in the southerly sideline of
Church Street 137.5 feet westerly from the town inter-
cepting sewer; thence running southerly by a line
parallel to and 137.5 feet westerly from said sewer to
the centerline of Bragg Avenue extended westerly;
thence running westerly by said centerline of Bragg
Avenue extended to Hampton River; thence running
westerly and northerly by said river and by Tide Mill
Creek to a point on a line parallel to and 200 feet north-
erly from Glade Path ; thence turning and running east-
erly by a line parallel to and 200 feet northerly from
Glady Path to the westerly boundary line of the
Business District — Hampton Beach — First Street to
Hampton River ; thence running southerly by said west-
erly boundary line to Glade Path or Church Street and
the point of beginning.
(F) To amend the GENERAL DISTRICT Appendix A
by striking out the same and inserting in place thereof
the following:
GENERAL RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT
All areas in the Town of Hampton not included in
Residence A, Residence B, Residential C Seasonal, Busi-
ness, and Industrial Districts.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the town will vote to auth-
orize the Selectmen to obtain by purchase or by eminent
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domain proceeding's, an easement 10 feet in width for
the purpose of a drainage line from Kings Avenue to
Mill Road.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the town will vote to auth-
orize the Selectmen to obtain by purchase or by eminent
domain proceedings, an easement 10 feet in width for
the purpose of a drainage line from Bonair Avenue to
the Marsh.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the town will vote to auth-
orize the Selectmen to obtain by purchase or by eminent
domain proceedings, a right-of-way 75 feet in width
from the so-called Tide Mill to a point on Glade Path
opposite the present Marsh Highway for the purpose
of a future roadway.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000.00) to be added to a gift of Ten Thousand Dol-
lars ($10,000.00) pledged by Howard G. Lane and
Wheaton J. Lane, said Thirty-five Thousand Dollars
($35,000.00) to be used for the purpose of building and
equipping an addition to the Lane Memorial Library and
to authorize and empower a Committee consisting of
the Library Trustees and three residents of the town to
be appointed by the Moderator to determine the size of
the addition, to solicit bids and accept the most advan-
tageous bid or bids, to supervise the construction, to
purchase the equipment, and to take any other steps
necessary or desirable in connection therewith ; and the
said sum of Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00)
to be raised by the issuance and sale of notes and/or
bonds of the Town of Hampton in the principal amount
of $25,000.00 to be issued pursuant to the Municipal
Finance Act payable exclusively from funds to be raised
from taxation, to bear interest at a rate not exceeding
5% per annum payable semi-annually, maturing during
a five (5) year period, principal payable in equal annual
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installments of $5,000.00 each year, the first payment
to be due one year from date of said notes and/or bonds,
to be sold for not less than par; the fixing of the rate
of interest, the provisions for the sale of the notes
and/or bonds and all other matters in connection there-
with to be left to the discretion of the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 18. On petition of George J. Enwright
and 12 other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to
see if the town will vote to accept Tobey Street and
Gray Avenue, according to Plan of Waverly Park ap-
proved by the Planning Board.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand ($2,000.00)
Dollars for the purpose of mapping the marsh area
southerly from Island Path in order that streets and lots
may be developed in an orderly fashion.
ARTICLE 20. On petition of Leon L. Sicard and 13
other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the
town will vote to accept Palmer Street, Sicard Street
and Biery Street as located on Plan of Better Built
Homes.
ARTICLE 21. On petition of Esther T. Proctor and
25 other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if
the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Hundred ($300) Dollars to hire in 1957 a con-
sultant forester: (1) to make a Hampton Shade Tree
Survey along the roads in Residential Areas A and B,
Business Areas, and along Route 101 from Exeter line
;
(2) to make a written report to the Selectmen and in
the newspapers regarding findings; present conditions,
present needs, and specific recommendations on a future
replacement plan, to try to maintain the attractiveness
of Hampton's shade trees in the future; (3) to super-
vise the timing and adequacy of the insecticidal spray-
ing of the town's shade trees.
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ARTICLE 22. To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand ($15,-
000) Dollars for the purpose of rebuilding the main
creek crossing of the sewer pumping line between Hamp-
ton Beach and the sewer treatment plant.
ARTICLE 23. On petition of Alexander H. Finan
and ten other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to
see if the town will vote to accept a street known as
Homestead Circle on the westerly side of Mill Road.
ARTICLE 24. On petition of Raymond Sturgis and
nine other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see
if the town favors continuation of the town manager
plan as now in force in this town. (This question will
appear upon the ballot).
ARTICLE 25. To see if the town will vote to accept
a street known as Lamson Lane.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the town will vote to accept
a street known as Tower Drive.
ARTICLE 27. On petition of Charles Hadges and
eleven other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to
see if the town will vote to accept Josephine Drive and
Bourn Avenue according to Plan of Brookfield as ap-
proved by the Planning Board.
ARTICLE 28. On petition of Robert Webber, Com-
mander of Hamptons' Post No. 35 and twenty other legal
voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $750 to partially
fill and grade a plot of land in the High Street Cemetery
approximately 140 feet by 160 feet, and located north-
easterly of the Tool House, to be used for Memorial
Day and other Memorial exercises.
ARTICLE 29. On petition of Roland W. Paige and
thirteen other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to
see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
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sum of $150 for appropriate bronze signs to be erected
at the entrances of streets named in memory of Edward
W. Tobey and Roland M. Gray, World War II.
ARTICLE 30. On petition of Deborah Gale Bryer
and twelve other legal voters of the Town of Hampton,
to see if the Town of Hampton will vote to lease to the
Hampton School District for the sum of $1.00 per year
the former Martel property on Academy Avenue.
ARTICLE 31. To receive the report of the Selectmen
and Planning Board relative to their study of methods
of financing sewer extensions and operations as re-
quested by the last Annual Town Meeting and to see if
the Town will direct the Selectmen and the Planning
Board to seek special legislation authorizing the assess-
ment of sewer rentals as recommended in the report,
such special legislation not to be effective until adopted
by the Town.
ARTICLE 32. To receive the reports of the special
committees which were authorized to report at the
Annual Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 33. To transact any other business that
may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 23rd day of
February in the year of Our Lord, 1957.
DONALD A. RING,
HARRY D. MUNSEY,
Selectmen of Hampton, N. H.
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
DONALD A. RING,
HARRY D. MUNSEY,
Selectmen of Hampton, N. H.
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BUDGET FOR 1957
In the following pages will be found the budget of the
estimated receipts and expenditures for the year ending
December 31, 1957, as compared with the receipts and
expenditures for the year ending December 31, 1956
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for










Interesr and Dividends Tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Reimbursement a/c Exemption of
Growing Wood & Timber
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses
Bu'iness Licenses, Permits &
Filing Fees
Fines & Forfeits, Municipal Court
Renr of Town Hall & other Bldgs.
Interest Received on Taxes & Deposits
Income of Departments:
(a) Parking Space
(b) Road Toll Refunds
(c) Comfort Station
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Land Rent
Sale of Town Property
Sale of Cemetery Lots
Misc. Revenue
Amount Raised By Issue of
Bonds or Notes:
Purchases Martel Property
Addition to Lane Memorial Library
Add'l Sum for Library by Gift
t Cash Surplus
From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes:
(a) Poll Taxes— Regular @ $2
(b) National Bank Stock Taxes
TOTAL REVENUE FROM ALL SOURCES
EXCEPT PROPERTY TAXES
































































$ 96,135.00 $122,596.50 $169,323.00
284,305.00
TOTAL REVENUES $453,628.00
* Total estimaled "Revenues from all sources except Property Taxes"
deducted from Total "Appropriations recommended by Budget Committee"
should give estimated "Amount to be raised by Property Taxes," exclusive
of County and School Taxes.
t Cash Surplus equals Excess of actual Cash pn Hand at close of fiscal
year over Current Liabilities, i.e., Balance of Appropriation due School Dis-
trict, Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations, Outstanding Tempor-
ary Loans in Anticipation of Taxes and Accounts Payable.

























Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures






Election & Registration Expenses
Municipal Court Expenses
Expenses Town Hall and
Other Town Buildings
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department
Fire Department
Moth Exterm. — Blister Rust





Town Ordinance & Valuation List
Sewer Maintenance





































































Damages & Legal Expenses,
Including Dog Damage




On Temporary Loans & Bonded Debt
Highways and Bridges:
Town Construction
Hackett Lane & King Ave.
Surfside & King Ave.
Sidewalk Construction
Sewer Construction
New Lands & Buildings
New Equipment
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
HAMPTON, N. H.
MARCH 12, 1957
The Annual Town Meeting, March 12, 1957 was held
at the High School Auditorium. The Meeting was opened
at ten A.M.
Prayer was offered by the Rev. J. Holland Maughan,
Pastor of the Baptist Church.
Prayer for Town Meeting
We come before Thee, Lord, this day as citizens of
this community, asking for Thy blessing in all that is
best within and about us, and for Thy pardon for all
wherein we have fallen short of what we should have
done had we been worthy of the greatness of the past,
and the hopes of the present, and the call to higher
things in the days that lie before us.
Help us to remember, Lord, that unless Thou build
the community, they labor in vain that strive to build
it. And so make every one of us willing to labor with
unwearying faithfulness at the work of making our
community great in all that is of Thy blessed purpose.
Awaken us anew to righteous activities for the good
of our community, that the children of today may be
enabled to become noble citizens of the days that are
to be.
We thank Thee, Lord, that in our midst are men
found worthy by their fellow citizens to represent them
in the councils of this community, and to direct the
affairs of this town. Bless them in the discharge of their
duties.
May we be diligent against evil, intolerant of what is
not of Thy good, and holding no part with what has not
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the sign of the clean hand the pure heart in the affairs
and life of the place we live in.
Grant that our trade may prosper and every righteous
undertaking have success, that the homes of the people
may have light and comfort, that the women and child-
ren may have security and joy.
Make us, God, good citizens here in our community,
not afraid to answer the call of duty to serve the needs
of people, always ready to accept and discharge the duties
of high and Christian citizenship.
Watch over our deliberations here this day that our
minds may be clear, our emotions controlled, and our
decisions in accord to Thy will and for the good of all in
our community. Guide us we pray, in Jesus' name.
Amen.
Moderator Edward S. Seavey, Jr. swore in the follow-
ing Ballot Clerks : Raymond Sturgis, Henry Bailey, Solon
Gremmels, Clarence Shaw, Helen Mullin, Alice Downer,
Marian Scannell, Eleanor Dennett, Clara Gale, Lena
Emery, and Ethel Hamilton.
Mr. Douglass E. Hunter moved that the Moderator
dispense with the reading of the entire Warrant, as it






Mr. Irving Campbell moved that the polls be closed
at 8:00 P.M. Seconded. So Voted.
Announcements by Moderator: Visitors welcome, but
requested to sit in designated place. Persons addressing
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the chair asked to give their names. No Demonstrations.
All Articles will be read individually by the Moderator
at the time they are taken up.
ARTICLE III
BUDGET
The Budget as recommended by the Budget Commit-
tee is $453,628.00.
The Report of the Budget Committee was given by the
Chairman, Carl M. Lougee, who explained it in detail.
BUDGET REPORT
March 12, 1957
To the Hampton Town Meeting:
The gross budget approved by the Municipal Budget
Committee for the ensuing year is $453,628.00. This is
$88,262.10 more than the actual 1956 expenditures. How-
ever, anticipated income for 1957 is estimated at $169,-
323.00, an increase of $46,726.50 over 1956. The result-
ing $284,305.00 to be raised by taxes is $24,077.07 more
than the amount raised last year.
The Budget Committee held three Executive Sessions
and two Public Hearings in preparing its recommenda-
tions for this Town budget. The completed budget has
been published in two issues of the Hampton Union, as
well as the Hampton Town Report which was distributed
on March 2nd.
Articles 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 17, 19, 21, 22, 28 and 29 in the
Warrant concern an appropriation of money, and these
individually have been recommended by the Budget Com-
mittee and are included in the gross budget total men-
tioned above.
If you will kindly turn to page 77 in the Town Report,
I shall briefly explain each item in the third column as
recommended by the Budget Committee. (At this point
such explanation was given.)
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We would like to express, at this time, our apprecia-
tion for the complete cooperation that we have had
from the Board of Selectmen, Town Manager and De-
partment Heads during the preparation of this budget.
Respectfully submitted,
CARL M. LOUGEE, Chairman
Municipal Budget Committee
Mr. 0. Raymond Garland said that the Librarian
should have an increase in salary, as her work had
greatly increased.
Mrs. Margaret Wingate asked for a breakdown on the
item of Sewer Maintenance. Mr. Lougee said that there
were 6 men in the Department and basic wage increase,
plus cost of 4 manholes was included in the above item.
There followed much discussion on the subject of in-
creased salaries for the various departments.
Mr. Raymond Goding moved that the Budget as rec-
ommended by the Budget Committee be accepted, with
the exception of the Articles in the Warrant. Seconded.
Chief John Malek stated that long hours, dangerous
type of work, and damage to uniforms while on duty,
were some of the reasons that the Police Officers needed
a raise in pay.
Selectman Lawrence Hackett expressed the opinion
that definite sums should not be voted as salaries for
town employees, but should be left to the discretion of
the Selectmen.
Mr. James Tucker Sr. said that he had no objection
to salaries being raised, but felt that the proper place for
discussion on the subject was at the Budget Committee
hearings, prior to the Town Meeting.
Town Counsel John W. Perkins stated that it is not
proper procedure to set salaries of men in various de-
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partments at Town Meeting. An overall raise is proper,
then Selectmen set individual salaries.
1st Amendment: Mr. Raymond Goding's motion was
amended by Mr. Wilfred Cunningham by the following
words: "to increase the appropriation for the Police
Department by $750.00 to be used for salaries." Sec-
onded. So voted.
2nd Amendment: Mr. 0. Raymond Garland made the
amendment that the Budget for the Library be increased
from $3,500.00 to $3,700.00. Three fourths of the $200.00
to be used to increase the salary of the Librarian and
the remaining fourth to increase the salary of her
assistant. Seconded. So voted.
Mr. Harold Towle requested the town wage scale —
which was read by Town Manager True.
Mr. James Tucker Sr. asked if the Department wanted
a ten percent raise over last year's salaries, or a ten
percent raise over the amount recommended by the
Budget Committee.
Town Mgr. True replied that a ten percent increase
was asked for, but only about 7 percent recommended.






Total $1,500.00 if whole 10 percent voted.
3rd Amendment: Mr. Norman moved that
the Budget be increased $1,500.00 to be applied to salary
increases in the Departments as outlined by Mr. True.
Seconded. So voted.
Mrs. Margaret Wingate moved that the meeting be
recessed for one hour. Seconded. So voted.
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ARTICLE IV
MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Mr. Douglass Hunter moved that Article 4 be accepted
as read. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE V
TAX DEEDS
Mr. Kenneth Langley moved that Article 5 be accepted
as read. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE VI
SEACOAST REGIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT ASSO.




Mr. Donald A. Ring moved that Article 7 be adopted
as read. Seconded. So Voted.
ARTICLE VIII
HAMPTON DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
Selectman Lawrence Hackett moved that Article 8 be
adopted as read. Seconded. Later voted as amended.
Mr. Hunter asked if the same committee would con-
tinue their work.
Mr. William Elliot amended Mr. Hackett's motion by
adding the words "and the same Development Council




Mrs. Leslie Hall moved that Article 9 be adopted as
read. Seconded. So voted.
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Discussion before the vote: Discussion over the ad-
visability of building the proposed sidewalk on the north
or south side of High Street ensued.
Chief Malek said that a sidewalk should be built on
the south side of High street in order to have the
children cross at one spot — where there is a police
officer.
Mr. Carl Bragg asked the amount of land damage on
the south side of High street in case sidewalk was
built there.
Selectman Ring said that the walk could be built with-
in the boundaries of the State Road.
Mr. Bragg suggested that the sidewalk commence at
Five Corners and be built toward the Marston school.
ARTICLE X
RESUSCITATOR
Mrs. Margaret Wingate moved the adoption of Article
10. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE XI
ACCEPTANCE OF THOMSEN ROAD
Mr. Leroy Hamilton made the motion that Thomsen
road be accepted by the Town, when the condition of the
road meets the specifications of the Selectmen.
(Selectman Hackett explained that a street must be
up to proper grade, and have sufficient drainage to be
approved.)
ARTICLE XII
CHANGING NAME OF MARSH AVENUE
Mr. L. Hamilton made the motion that the name of
Marsh avenue be changed to Sunset Road. Seconded.
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Mr. William Elliot asked if there were other sug-
gestions.
Selectman Ring stated that we already have a "Sun-
set Avenue" and a "Sunset Lane" in town.
Selectman Hackett asked the Moderator to read from
the Revised Statutes: "Selectmen only may change
names of streets, and record with the Town Clerk."
Mr. James Tucker Sr. amended Mr. Hamilton's motion
to: "cross out Sunset Road, and substitute Ashworth
Avenue". This as a suggestion to the Selectmen if voted.
Mrs. Beatrice Boudreau sponsor of Article 12 express-
ed herself as agreeable to the change to Ashworth
Avenue, and said that 90 percent of the people at the
Precinct Meeting were agreeable to the change.
Mr. Fred Gagne, Chairman of the Precinct Commis-
sioners said that he was also favorable.
Article 12 was voted as amended.
ARTICLE XIII
ZONING
As the Chairman of the Marsh Reclamation Commis-
sion, Mr. Alfred Janvrin, was not present, Mr. John True
read their report as follows
:
Report of Marsh Reclamation Commission
I would like to read article 30 as it appeared in last
year's Town Warrant.
Article 30 of Town Warrant — March 1956.
On petition of Alfred Janvrin and thirteen other
legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the
town will vote to establish a Commission of seven
members, all citizens of Hampton, to be appointed
by the Board of Selectmen and to be known as the
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Marsh Reclamation Commission. It shall be the duty
of this Commission to ascertain the pertinent facts
bearing on the feasibility of reclaiming all or a portion
of the Hampton Marshes as a municipal project and
to report its findings and recommendations either at
the next regular Town Meeting or at an intervening-
Special Town Meeting which may be called for that
purpose. And, in connection with this article to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 for the use of the Commission making this
necessary study.
Committee appointed were: Alfred Janvrin, Chair-
man, Alton Tobey, John Perkins, Douglass Hunter,
Donald Ring, Howard Page, Norman Royal.
At one of our first committee meetings we decided
to look to the Master Plan report for information, in
this report we found a section that was devoted to
Sub-Marginal Lands. I would like to quote from this
report for the benefit of those who have not read
it, and it was from this report that we have made our
recommendations.
"Sub-Marginal Land"
There are within the town of Hampton some 1600
acres of salt marsh land. The great salt marsh also
extends into the neighboring towns of Hampton Falls
and Seabrook. All told, there are approximately 4,500
acres of marsh land adjacent to Hampton Beach. The
Hampton River and its tributaries drain this entire
marsh area. For years, the vast extent of the marshes
has challenged the minds of men: various schemes
for the use of the marshes have been proposed, but
the marshes have remained unchanged for centuries
providing, in the main, refuge for thousands of migra-
tory birds, and sport in season for hunters.
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As long as there has been room for building ex-
pansion on the great sand bar that forms Hampton
Beach, little effort has been made toward developing
the marshes. Today, there is a great need for additional
space at the beach, and more and more people are look-
ing to the marsh land as an area for future expansion.
The potential for development which is present in the
marshes could well re-shape the entire economic struc-
ture of the town. The problems involved are many, and
careful planning is essential to the success of any
marsh development project. A master plan of marsh
reclamation should be prepared that would set forth
a long range program for developing Hampton's marsh
areas in an orderly and economically justifiable man-
ner. At no time in recent years has there been greater
opportunity for the success of such a venture than
present at this time. Today, there is a demand for
land for seasonal homes, and other properties which
will provide a steady market for new lots as quickly
as they can be developed by reclamation. More import-
ant, perhaps, is the fact that machines and equipment
for dredging and filling work are now constructed
and available at prices well within the means of a
community such as Hampton, to operate. In fact, on
the basis of current comparative information on hy-
draulic filling done by municipally-owned equipment
versus contracting such work, it appears that if a com-
munity has 300,000 cubic yards or more of fill to be
placed under average conditions, it can buy the neces-
sary equipment and perform the work for the same
cost that would be required if the work was privately
contracted; at a cost of 30 cents per cubic yard. In
three to six months the capital investment would be
written off and any additional work performed there-
after would cost only five to ten cents per cubic yard.
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Recent dredging and sand placement along the bath-
ing beaches cost the state and federal government
more than 90 cents per cubic yard. The same dredging
facilities were offered to the town before the dredging
equipment was removed for 50 cents a cubic yard.
With the possible future dredging and placing of one
or more million cubic yards of fill, the benefits to be
derived from community-owned dredging facilities
would be of tremendous value to the Town of Hamp-
ton. Such equipment could be used for yearly replace-
ment of sand along the beach, as well as for marsh
reclamation.
The future prosperity of Hampton may well depend
upon the intelligent use of its sub-marginal lands. How-
ever, if marsh reclamation is to prove beneficial to the
community as a whole, the Town of Hampton must
participate actively and materially in the planning and
execution of the work, (end of quote)
It is from the Master plan report and the commit-
tee's observation of the Marsh area and meetings we
held with the Planning Board, engineers and other in-
terested parties that we recommend the adoption of
articles 13 and 19 so that a further study can be made




"I will be glad to answer any questions."
Selectman Donald Ring moved that Article 13 be
adopted as read. Seconded.
Mr. Norman Royal called attention to an error in
the zoning article and moved an amendment to the
motion "that article 13 be tabled until correction can
be made." Motion defeated.
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Mr. Ring assured the assembly that although a small
bit of description was omitted, that the correction
would be made next year. Mr. True showed area on
zoning map.
Mr. Ring's motion was voted in affirmative. Article
13 was adopted as read.
ARTICLE XIV
DRAINAGE LINE, KING'S AVENUE
Mr. James Tucker, Sr., moved Article 14 be adopted
as read. Seconded. So voted.
Mr. L. Hamilton asked where the drainage was going
when it reached Mill Road. Will it go on private land.
Mr. True explained that elevations were such that it
could go through culverts. Already a brook and a ditch
into which it will go.
ARTICLE XV
DRAINAGE, BON AIR AVENUE TO MARSH
Mr. True explained the need of drainage at Surf-
side, and moved the adoption of Article 15 as read.
Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE XVI
NEW ROAD ACROSS THE MARSH
Mr. James Tucker Sr., moved the adoption of Article
16 as read. Seconded. So voted.
Mr. Tucker spoke of the increasing necessity of a
new road across the marsh.
Mr. David Drummond asked how long a distance,
and how much money was involved.
The distance at the point in question is approxi-
mately % of a mile.
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The Selectmen explained that the location of the
Town Dump had been changed to the end of Tide Mill
Road, and the fill was going- to be used as a basis for
the proposed new roadway.
ARTICLE XVII
ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY
Mr. John Perkins moved the adoption of Article 17
as read. Seconded. Requires % vote as it is a Bond
Issue.
Unanimous vote in favor of Article 17.
Mr. James Tucker Sr., presented a Resolution which
was adopted.
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS Mr. Howard G. Lane and his son, Mr.
Wheaton Lane, have evidenced their interest in the
cultural and educational welfare of our community
by their substantial gift of $10,000 towards an addi-
tion to the Lane Memorial Library, and
WHEREAS this is but further evidence of this in-
terest, made manifest in the first instance by Mr.
Howard Lane's gift of the library to our town as a
memorial to his father, therefore
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THIS RE-
SOLUTION BE MADE A PART OF THE RECORDS
OF THIS MEETING AND THAT A COPY OF THE
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ARTICLE XVIII
ACCEPTANCE OF TOBEY STREET AND
GRAY AVENUE
Mr. George Enwright moved that Article 18 be ac-
cepted as read. Seconded.
Mrs. Margaret Wingate amended his motion to read
:
"when they meet the approval of the Selectmen" at
the end of the article. Seconded. Voted as amended.
ARTICLE XIX
MAPPING MARSH AREA
Mr. Wilfred Cunningham moved that Article 19
be adopted as read. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE XX
ACCEPTANCE OF BIERY, PALMER AND
SICARD STREETS
Mr. Donald Ring moved the Adoption of Article
20, when said streets meet with the approval of the
Selectmen. Seconded So voted.
ARTICLE XXI
CONSULTANT FORESTER
Miss Ruth Stimson moved the adoption of Article
21 as read. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE XXII
SEWER PUMPING LINE — CREEK CROSSING
Mr. Leroy Hamilton moved Article 22 be accepted
as read. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE XXIII
ACCEPTANCE OF HOMESTEAD CIRCLE
Mr. Alexander Finan moved that Article 23 be ac-
cepted with the addition of the words "subject to the
approval of the Selectmen." Seconded. So voted.
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ARTICLE XXIV
TOWN MANAGER PLAN
On Autralian Ballot (Result: In favor, 603 votes;
Against, 376 votes).
ARTICLE XXV
ACCEPTANCE OF LAMSON LANE
Mr. Leroy Hamilton moved the acceptance of Lam-
son Lane subject to the approval of the Selectmen,
Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE XXVI
ACCEPTANCE OF TOWER DRIVE
Mr. Leroy Hamilton moved that the street known as
Tower Drive be accepted, subject to the approval of
the Selectmen. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE XXVII
ACCEPTANCE OF JOSEPHINE DRIVE AND
BOURN AVENUE
Mr. L. Hamilton moved the acceptance of Article 27
as read, with the addition of words "upon approval
of the Selectmen." Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE XXVIII
PLACE FOR MEMORIAL DAY EXERCISES
AT CEMETERY
Mr. Donald Ring moved the adoption of Article 28
as read. Seconded.
Mr. Roland Paige made the following amendment
to Mr. Ring's motion:
— to amend the article by striking out the remainder
of the present article beginning with the words "ap-
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proximately 140 feet by 160 feet," — and substituting
the following: "approximately 145 feet by 125 feet,
the location to be determined by the Board of Select-
men and the Cemetery Association" to be used for
Memorial Day and other Memorial Exercises."
So that the article will read
"Article 28. On petition of Robert Webber, Com-
mander of Hamptons' Post No. 35, and twenty other
legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$750.00 to partially fill and grade a plot of land in the
High Street Cemetery approximately 145 feet by 125
feet, the location to be determined by the Board of
Selectmen and the Cemetery Association, to be used
for Memorial Day and other Memorial Exercises."
Seconded. Article 28 voted as amended.
Mr. Paige also read the following letter from Robert
S. Webber, Commander of Hamptons' Post No. 35:
Mr. Edward S. Seavey, Jr.,
Moderator,
Town of Hampton, N. H.
Dear Mr. Moderator:
WHEREAS: The Hamptons' Post No. 35, Ameri-
can Legion, Department of New Hampshire, have res-
pectfully requested, and now would like to recommend
that your town meeting raise and appropriate the sum
of money necessary for a memorial lot Which will be
both suitable and can accommodate our Memorial Day
assembly for years to come.
AND WHEREAS: Post No. 35 would like to con-
tribute to such a worthwhile project, we hereby ob-
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ligate our Post to erect a speakers platform and a flag
pole.




Mr. John Perkins moved that the offer of Legion
Post No. 35 to erect a speaker's platform and flagpole
at the Cemetery be accepted, and that a letter of thanks
be sent to the Legion, and action placed on record.
Seconded. So Voted.
ARTICLE XXIX
BRONZE STREET SIGNS FOR TOBEY STREET
AND GRAY AVENUE
Mr. Leroy Hamilton moved that Article 29 be ac-
cepted as read. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE XXX
MARTEL PROPERTY, LEASE
Mr. Donald Ring moved the adoption of Article 30
as read. Seconded.
Mr. Lawrence Hackett amended Mr. Ring's motion
so that Article 30 will read: "until such time as the
Cooperative High School is built," at the end of the
proposed article. Seconded. So voted.
Mrs. Hackett asked if it was good business to pur-
chase property for $15,000.00 and lease it for $1.00 per
year. At the present time it is being leased for $70.00
per month.
Mr. Frank Freeman asked why the Martel House
should be leased to the School District.
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Principal of the High School, Bruce Russell said
that the present enrollment at the High School is
250 pupils. The graduating class numbers 50 pupils
and the number expected in the fall from the Elemen-
tary School is 100 — an increase of 50 pupils over this
year.
More room is needed and by using the Martel house,
which is next to the school, for the Home Economics
Dept. the room used at present could be divided into
one Home Room, and a Biology Laboratory.
ARTICLE XXXI
SEWER RENTALS
Mr. Raymond Goding read the following report of
the Planning Board and Board of Selectmen:
In Compliance with Article No. 34 as voted in the
1956 Town Meeting of the Town of Hampton, the
Board of Selectmen and the Planning Board have made
a study of the sewerage system in the Town, both as
to its present maintenance and construction, and to
possible extensions, maintenance and repair, and pre-
sent to the Voters of the Town the following informa-
tion as compiled by this body.
The present treatment plant with a designed ca-
pacity of 1,250,000 gallons per day was constructed
in 1934 with existing lines at Hampton Beach con-
nected to it, and others added so that sewer facilities
are now available to practically all properties between
Boars Head and Hampton River. In 1952 a sewer
system was installed in the Village area and connected
to the treatment plant, and with the recent extensions
of the system there are now about 1700 connections
into the mains, with the maintenance cost of the pres-
ent system and treatment plant being approximately
$29,000.00 annually.
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In addition to the annual maintenance cost of the
present system there is an outstanding debt of Series
A bonds issued in 1950 amounting to $158,000. with
interest at 1.9%, Series B. bond issued in 1951 amount-
ing to $40,000. with interest at 1.5%. These bonds are
being repaid $9,000.00 annually with interest of $3,-
587.00 this year, the interest payments decreasing
gradually to the payment date of 1979.
Major repairs to the present system will be needed
in the immediate future, consisting of rebuilding ten
manholes which are disintegrating and leaking on the
main collector line back/ of Hampton Beach, and addi-
tional areas of the Town being added to the system
will eventually require enlargement of the treatment
plant.
Extensions may be gradually made to the system
from areas adjacent to the present mains without
major expense. This type of extension might be Brown
Avenue at the Beach, Anns Lane, Philbrook Terrace,
portions of Mill Road and Mace Road, Leavitt Road
Morningside Drive and other side street to Winnacunnet
Road. The Master Plan sets up a priority of critical
areas needing sewerage, and most critical being the
North Beach area. The first stage of this construction
would necessarily be a pumping station at Winnacun-
net Road near Ocean Blvd. to pump up to a point in
Winnacunnet Road near Rings Restaurant,, from which
point a gravity line could run to the treatment plant.
The next stage would be sewers along Kings Highway
and side streets to Ocean Blvd. extending up to 18th
Street with a lift station at 10th Street. Other prior-
ities are High Street (east) including portions of
Ocean Blvd., North Shore Road, Plaice Cove, Surfside,
Locke Road area, and the Exeter Road area.
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The estimated cost of these extensions are as follows
:
Anns Lane, estimated to cost $25,000. with about 30
entrances; Leavitt Road, estimated to cost $45,000.
with about 120 entrances; Kings Highway area, esti-
mated to cost $300,00. with about 220 entrances; with
other priority areas estimated to cost a total of $500,-
000. per.
It has been ascertained that Federal Aid is only
available for paying one-third of the cost, or $250,000.
whichever is smaller, for construction of treatment
plants. $500,000. per year is allocated to New Hamp-
shire and distributed according to priorities deter-
mined by the State Water Pollution Commission. There
is, before the New Hampshire Legislature, a bill to
provide reimbursement of 10% of bond payments on
treatment works.
With this information at hand the Board of Select-
men and the Planning Board have discussed all possi-
ble systems of payment for construction, maintenance
and repairs.
The present laws relative to sewers, Section 10-12,
Chapter 252, RSA, do not permit rentals except in
case of new sewer systems, or. new constructed treat-
ment works.
In the opinion of the Board this does not apply to
extensions such as we are faced with in this com-
munity. In order to charge sewer rentals in connection
with the maintenance of our present system, or ex-
tension thereof, special legislation will be necessary.
The Board believes that special assessments on a front
foot, or other basis, are not feasible in this Town. It
is possible that special legislation might be obtained to
permit rental charges for the cost of part, or, all, of the
maintenance of the present system, and thus allow
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tax money to be used for extensions, or a system of
rentals might be established to pay for the cost of all,
or part, of new construction.
The Board of Selectmen and Planning Board having
taken into consideration the aforementioned, offers the
following plan to the Voters of the Town of Hampton
:
"An annual sewer rental charge of approximately
$20.00 to be assessed on an equitable basis on all single
family entrances to the sewer system, present and fu-
ture, a proportionate charge to be made on multiple
dwelling and commercial building entrances, for main-
tenance* and operation.
(With 1700 entrances of which 25% are commercial
at present, this would represent approximately $42,-
000.00)
The Town should raise and appropriate for new
sewer extensions an amount equal to what it has rec-
ommended for sewer maintenance.
The Anderson-Nichols Company, who have furnished
us with our Master Plan, recommend serious considera-
tion be given to paying for extensions by sewer rentals.
Since any plan that may be adopted by the Voters
of the Town of Hampton will require special legisla-
tion, a vote authorizing the Board of Selectmen to
seek such legislation is necessary.
Respectfully submitted by:
The Board of Selectmen
Donald A. Ring, Chairman
The Planning Board
Ray L. Goding, Chairman
Mrs. Margaret Wingate asked if all abutors are now
connected with the Town Sewer System. Reply — all
but a few.
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Mr. W. Cunningham expressed the opinion that only
people who enjoy the privilege of being connected with
the Town Sewer should bear the cost of maintenance.
Mr. Charles B. Butler said the information given in
Article 31 was not sufficient to vote on, and moved
that Article 31 be referred to the committee for further
information and details. No Second.
Mr. John Perkins (Town Counsel) said that Article
31 will have to be adopted by the town before any-
thing can be done, or permission of the Legislature ob-
tained. He moved that the Report of the Committee
be accepted, that Article 31 be accepted as read, and
that the committee be authorized to continue its work.
Seconded. So Voted.
ARTICLE XXXII
REPORTS OF SPECIAL COMMITTEES
Mr. James Tucker Sr. gave the Report of the Munic-
ipal Building Committee.
ARTICLE XXXIII
REPORT OF COMMUNITY CENTER COMMITTEE
Article 33 of the Warrant for the 1956 Town Meet-
ing called for the Moderator to appoint a committee
of seven citizens to consider the advisability of erect-
ing at some future date by means of voluntary sub-
scriptions and taxation, a memorial municipal build-
ing with adequate parking space, so located and so de-
signed that it may serve (1) as a Town Hall, (2) a
Community Center, and (3) as a convention facility
which might be helpful in attracting early and late
season business to Hampton Beach. The committee was
to report its findings to the next regular Town meet-
ing. The article was adopted.
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As a result, the moderator appointed a committee
consisting of Herbert Casassa, Roland Emery, Frank
Freeman and James W. Tucker, at the same time ex-
tending authority to the committee to add three more
members if it were deemed advisable. The committee
has already added John Dunfey and Thayer Wade to
its membership.
At the first meeting of the committee, the writer was
elected chairman and Frank Freeman, secretary. Many
pertinent matters, relating to the rapidly growing ne-
cessity for such a memorial municipal center, adequate
sites for its erection, its component parts, the facili-
ties to be afforded in each part, parking areas, method
of financing and future proceedure of the committee,
were discussed.
Each committee member was furnished with an out-
line, sketch-map of the present municipal and other
properties bordering on the east side of Academy Ave-
nue and on the adjacent north side of Winnacunnet
Road, containing lot dimensions. They also had for
discussion, consideration and emendment, a tentative
list of the component main sections of a proposed
municipal center consisting of a Town Hall, a Police
Station, a Fire Station and a Municipal Auditorium.
There was alsoj a tentative list of facilities for each
section. This list was carefully discussed and evaluated.
Twenty-three separate offices and rooms were consid-
ered as primarily necessary to properly house all
municipal officers, departments, boards, committee
and records. For a Police Station attention was given
to the need of adequate office space for police officials,
magistrates, attorneys and for a commodious court
room with the possibility of a small cell block.
The need of a proper apparatus room, equipment
room, custodian and storage space, offices, recreation
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room, dormitory, kitchen, toilet and bath facilities
were considered with reference to a central fire station.
Much thought was also given to the importance of a
large, thoroughly equipped municipal auditorium and
complete stage facilities, with smailler halls, game
rooms, kitchen and other facilities which would serve
as a complete recreational center for adults as well as
youth, at the same time caring for possible convention
needs.
As to the question of who or what should be memor-
ialized in such a! civic center, it seemed to be the con-
census of opinion that men and women of Hampton
who served in all of the nation's wars, beginning with
the Revolution, should be honored primarily, with the
proper provision for rendering homage to the founders
of historic Hampton and its nationally famous Beach.
Concerning procedure, it is quite obvious that the
committee should have ample opportunity for necessary
conferences with the selectmen, the town manager, and
the town counsel, with the heads of various municipal
department to be housed' in the proposed center, with
the planning board and with other agencies, before
submitting any detailed or comprehensive plans for the
consideration of the citizens.
Because the need for the several main component
parts of the proposed municipal center i.e., Town Hall,
Police Station, Fire Station and Auditorium varies in
degree of urgency, thought was given by the committee
to an initial overall plan of the entire Civic Center
which might then be followed by the building of the
component parts, over a term of years, and in order of
their absolute necessity. Much thought was also given
to the town's present financial circumstances and to the
various methods which might in the future be adopted
to finance such a costly project without imposing too
great a burden on property tax payers.
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However, the immediate necessity—apparently fully
recognized by this and other adjacent communities
—
for a new High School building, would make necessary
the deferrment for at least one year of even long-range
plans for the development of a memorial municipal
center, designed to serve the needs enumerated in the
governing Article.
For these reasons the committee respectfully re-
quests that the foregoing be accepted merely as a re-
port of initial progress and requests furthermore that
it be continued for another year, at the conclusion of
which time, a more detailed, comprehensive and factual




Chairman for the Committee
Hampton, New Hampshire
March 12, 1957
Mr. Tucker requested that the above report be ac-
cepted merely as a progress report.
Mr. John Perkins moved that the report given by
Mr. Tucker be accepted, and that the Committee be
authorized to continue during the coming year. Sec-
onded. So Voted.
KOREAN HONOR ROLL
Report of Committee by: Mr. Roland Paige.
Addressed to Moderator Edward S. Seavey Jr.
As the committee appointed by you to prepare the
necessary details in establishing a list for a Korean
Honor Roll, and as a result of the 1956 town meeting
the following recommendations were approved:
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1. A Korean Honor Roll will be erected.
2. The date of eligibility will be June 25, 1950 to
July 27, 1953.
In view of the following facts, we respectfully re-
quest that this committee be allowed to continue its
work until the town meeting of 1958.
1. In 1957 State records should be available for use
in compiling a list of names.
2. It would be necessary to hold public hearings in
connection with making corrections if needed.
3. We are prohibited from obtaining the necessary
cost until our list is completed.
Respectfully submitted,
Roland W. Paige, Chairman,
Korean Honor Roll Com.
Vernon B. Dennett William D. Holman
Roscoe B. Palmer Donald A. Ring
Barbara Bogrett Marian Leach
Mrs. Margaret Wingate moved that the above report
be accepted, and that the Committee be accepted, and
that the Committee be requested to continue their
work. Seconded. So Voted.
Selectman Donald Ring made the motion that the
Marsh Reclamation Committee continue their work.
Seconded. So Voted.
Selectman Lawrence Hackett moved that the present
Committee on Historical Sites, be continued for an-
other year. Seconded. So Voted.
Mr. 0. Raymond Garland proposed a resolution that
the Town Wage scheduled be incorporated in the Town
Report.
Mr. Douglass Hunter proposed a resolution that the
Selectmen be authorized to add or delete material for
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the Town Report and that all material be in by Febru-
ary 1, 1958. Seconded. So Voted.
Miss Ruth Stimson proposed a resolution that the
Town Reports be indexed. Seconded. So Voted.
Mrs. Margaret Wingate asked for the legal status of
the "Fish House Case". Selectman Hackett replied that
the briefs had been submitted to the judge for decision.
Mr. Raymond Goding proposed the following resolu-
tion:
"Be it resolved that we the voters of Hampton do
hereby earnestly request our State and Federal govern-
ment to take the immediate and necessary action to
protect the great New Hampshire landmark known as
Great Boar's Head against the forces of erosion as a
civic and conservation measure in order to save its
great scenic beauty and its economic worth, and to re-
move the hazards to life and property that are now
existant there by strengthening the flanks of Great
Boar's Head to withstand the forces that now destroy
it, and thereby conserve to the State and to others a
heritage that has been grossly neglected and wasted
throughout the many years of its history.
Mr. L. Hackett moved the adoption of Mr. Goding's
resolution, and that a copy be sent to our legislators.
Seconded. So Voted.
Mr. James Tucker, Sr. moved that the following res-
olution be sent to Selectman Harry D. Munsey.
"At the Town Meeting on Tuesday March 12th your
absence was noted with regret. The greetings of the
Meeting are extended to you and the deepest sympathy
on the loss of your beloved wife, Ethel Munsey."
The Meeting adjorned.
Respectfully submitted,
Helen W. Hayden, Town Clerk
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RESULTS OF VOTING BY AUSTRALIAN BALLOT,




Helen W. Hayden 949 949
SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS
Donald A. Ring 909 909
TREASURER
Norman N. Merrill 938 938
TAX COLLECTOR
John B. Berry 937 937
LIBRARY COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS
Ruth S. True 895 895
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS FOR THREE YEARS
L. Herbert Clough 841 841
BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS
Martin E. Gunther 690 690
Douglass E. Hunter 745 745
Howard C. Page, Jr 584 584
Wilma T. White 692 692
(above four1 elected)
George S. Downer 397 397
(Nomination papers)
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ARTICLE 24
Article 24, Australian Ballot.
"Do you favor the continuation of the Town Manager
Plan as now in force in this town?"
YES. . 603 NO. . .376
A true Copy Attest:
Helen W. Hayden, Town Clerk
Total number of names on check-list 2716
Men 527
Women 519
Total number of votes cast 1046
TOWN OFFICER'S BONDS—1957
Treasurer: Norman N. Merrill (Peerless Insurance
Co. No. F94,707) Amount of Bond f20,000.
Town Clerk: Helen W. Hayden (The Traveler's In-
demnity Co. No. 582629) Amount of Bond $5,000.
Tax Collector: John B. Berry (American Fidelity
Co. No. 772982) Amount of Bond $25,000.
Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years: L. Herbert
Clough (Sun Insurance Co. of N. Y. No. 203963)
Amount of Bond $1,800.
Committee appointed by Moderator Edward S. Sea-
vey, Jr. to work with Library Trustees on building the
addition to the Lane Memorial Library.
Mrs. Olive W. Ring, Alan G. Bushold, James W.
Tucker, Sr.
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WARRANT FOR SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
OF THE TOWN OF HAMPTON, N.H.
August 21, 1957
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton, in the
County of Rockingham, in the State of New Hamp-
shire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the High School
Auditorium in said Hampton on the 21st day of Aug-
ust, 1957, at 7:30 o'clock, p.m. Eastern Daylight Sav-
ing Time, to act upon the following subjects:
(This Meeting is held in accordance with a Decree
of the Superior Court in and for the County of Rock-
ingham dated July 30, 1957, which said Decree gives
this Special Town Meeting the same authority as that
of an Annual Town Meeting.)
Article 1. To receive a report from a Committee
chosen at the last Annual, Town Meeting to supervise
and construct the addition to the Lane Memorial Li-
brary relative to essential repairs and improvements to
the main Library Building.
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote toi raise and
appropriate the sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars
($15,000.00) to be used for the purpose of repairing
and improving the Lane Memorial Library Building
and to authorize and empower the Committee appointed
under Article 17 of the Warrant for the Annual Town
Meeting held March 12, 1957 to determine what re-
pairs, improvements and equipment are necessary, to
solicit bids and accept the most advantageous bid, to
supervise the construction, to purchase equipment and
to take any other steps necessary or desirable in con-
nection therewith; and the said sum of $15,000.00 to
be raised by the issuance and sale of notes and/or
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bonds of the Town of Hampton in the principal amount
of $15,000.00 to be issued pursuant to the Municipal
Finance Act, payable exclusively from funds to be
raised from taxation, maturing during a five year
period, principal payable in equal annual installments
of $3,000 each year, the first payment to be due one
year from the date of said notes and/or bonds, to be
sold for not less than par ; the fixing of the rate of in-
terest, the provisions for the sale of the notes and/or
bonds and all other matters in connection therewith
to be left to the discretion of the Selectmen.
Given under our hands and seals at said Hampton




Selectmen of the Town of Hampton.





Selectmen of the Town of Hampton.
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RECORD OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
The Special Town Meeting was held at the High
School Auditorium with forty-three people attending.
The Meeting was opened at 7:30 p.m. and the War-
rant and the Certificate of Decree from the Superior
Court were read by Moderator Edward S. Seavey, Jr.
ARTICLE I
Mr. Carl M. Lougee, Chairman of the Municipal
Committee, gave the following report:
August 21, 1957
To the Hampton Special Town Meeting:
The Budget Committee held a public hearing on
Thursday, August 15, 1957 at the Municipal Court
Room relative to Article No. 2 in the warrant having
to do with an additional appropriation of $15,000.00
for repairs and alterations to the Lane Memorial Li-
brary in connection with the present construction of
the new addition.
At the Executive Meeting following the hearing it
was unanimously voted to recommend this appropria-
tion of $15,000.00. Budget Committee further recom-
mends that this amount be included in and paid in full
from this year's budget rather than, be handled through
a bond issue as Article No. 2 in the warrant reads.
Respectfully submitted,
Carl M. Lougee, Chairman,
Municipal Budget Committee.
Mr. James W. Tucker, Chairman of the Library
Committee appointed following the Annual Town Meet-
ings—gave the Committee Report. He stated that when
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the addition to the Lane Memorial Library was being-
planned, it was found that many repairs were needed
in the original building which it would be easier and
less expensive to accomplish at the time of building
the additional room. The Committee felt that $15,000.-
00 was needed to repair and improve the Lane Mem-
orial Library Building, and asked the Selectmen to ar-
range for a Special Town Meeting.
Dr. Harold Pierson moved that Mr. Tucker's Re-
port be accepted. Seconded. So Voted.
ARTICLE II
Dr. Harold Pierson presented the following sub-
stitute motion for Article 2.
:
Mr. Moderator: I move that we raise and appro-
priate the sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,-
000.00) to be used for the purpose of repairing and im-
proving the Lane Memorial Library Building and au-
thorize and empower the Committee appointed under
Article 17 of the Warrant for the Annual Town Meet-
ing held March 12, 1957 to determine what repairs, im
provements and equipment are necessary, to solicit
bids and accept the most advantageous bid, to supervise
the construction, to purchase equipment and to take
any other steps necessary or desirable in connection
therewith.
Motion seconded by James W. Tucker. So Voted.
Meeting adjourned at 7:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Helen W. Hayden, Town Clerk
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TOWN WARRANT for 1958
TOWN OF HAMPTON
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton, in the
County of Rockingham, in said State, qualified to vote
in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the High School
Auditorium in said Hampton on Tuesday, the eleventh
day of March, 1958, at ten o'clock in the forenoon to act
upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE I. To choose by Australian Ballot one
Selectman for Three years, one Town Clerk, one Town
Treasurer, one Collector of Taxes, four members of the
Budget Committee for three years.
ARTICLE 2. To choose all other necessary officers
for the ensuing year.
(The polls for the election of officers and to vote on
any other articles which may appear on the ballot,
will be open at ten o'clock in the forenoon and will
not be closed earlier than six o'clock in the afternoon
of the same day.)
ARTICLE 3. To see if the town will vote to accept
the Budget as submitted by the Budget Committee and
to raise and appropriate the sum of $484,630.00 for
Town purposes.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the town will vote to give the
Selectmen and Town Treasurer power to borrow money
in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the town will vote to give the
Selectmen power to administer, sell or otherwise dispose
of any real estate acquired through tax deeds.
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ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for publicity and pro-
motion of the natural resources and recreational advant-
ages of the Seacoast Region, said sum to be turned over
to the Seacoast Region Association for expenditure.
ARTICLE 7. On petition of James W. Tucker, Sr.
and twenty-six other legal voters of the Town of Hamp-
ton, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) to imple-
ment the research and planning studies of the Memorial
Civic Center Committee, to authorize the continuance of
this committee and to authorize the committee to engage
in other activities designed to further the program as
follows
:
(a) To utilize funds provided by the Congress of
the United States for the advance planning of pub-
lic works programs. Long term, interest free loans
are made available to municipalities, the repayment
schedule of which is so designed as to require no
payment until such time as the town is engaged in
the actual work of construction and then only as
each portion of the overall construction program is
completed. And further
(b) To assist the Town Manager and the Board
of Selectmen in preparing an application and con-
tract for these federal funds authorized under Sec-
tion 702 of Public Law 560, 83rd Congress, as
amended, and as administered under the Housing
and Home Finance Agency, such funds to be used
for the engineering, site planning and design of the
proposed Memorial Civic Center. And
(c) To assist the Town Manager in developing
a program including site selection, procurement of
land purchase options, negotiations with competent
professional firms experienced in the design of mu-
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nicipal buildings and the preparation of contracts
for architectural services provided for under the
aforementioned federal fund program.
ARTICLE 8. On petition of Donald A. Ring and ten
other legal voters of the Town of Hampton to see if the
town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
seventeen thousand dollars ($17,000.00), this money to
be invested at the highest rate of interest. This amount
to be put aside each year to be used for the erection of a
municipal center.
ARTICLE 9. On petition of Alton P. Tobey and ten
other legal voters of the town of Hampton to see if the
town will authorize the selectmen to take an option on
land south of the High Street parking lot now owned by
Kenneth Swain, said option to be taken up by special
article at the 1959 town meeting.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars (§10,-
000.00) to purchase mechanical street sweeping equip-
ment to proceed on a street cleaning program as recom-
mended by the Town Manager. Street cleaning program
would include the following
:
(a) Sweeping the streets and parking areas on a
daily basis at Hampton Beach by mechanical means
rather than hand sweeping method as now utilized.
It is expected that the sweeping program would be
considerably more efficient and make a substantial
reduction in present payroll requirements.
(b) Establish a regular street sweeping pro-
gram to cover all business and residential areas of
the Town on a weekly basis.
(c) Establish a program of picking up leaves
from residential streets during the fall season.
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ARTICLE 11. To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to lease the "Fish House" lots,
so-called, to the present occupants or others upon such
terms and conditions as, in the opinion of the Selectmen,
will best protect and preserve their historical beauty and
promote the interests of the town, and rescind any prior
votes of the town inconsistent with the foregoing".
ARTICLE 12. On petition of Donald A. Ring and ten
(10) other legal voters of the Town of Hampton to see
if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) to extend water
mains on present existing roads. The installation on
existing roads to be determined by the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 13. On petition of John E. Merrill and
twenty-two other legal voters of the Town of Hampton,
to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of thirty-four thousand dollars ($34,000.00) for
the installation of a sanitary sewer system and fixtures
for a distance of three thousand one hundred sixty-five
(3,165) feet on Leavitt Road from High Street to Win-
nacunnet Road.
ARTICLE 14. On petition of Alton P. Tobey and
eleven legal voters in the Town of Hampton to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of nine
thousand dollars ($9,000.00) to enter into a contract
with Atlantic Homes Realty Inc. for the construction of
2,884 feet more or less of sewer mains in Exeter Road.
The construction costs will include the cost of construct-
ing approximately 2,142 feet of 8 inch gravity main with
two "Y"s at each 100 feet interval from the development
to the existing town manhole in Exeter Road and the cost
of constructing a 6 inch force main from a lift station a
distance of approximately 742 feet to the existing man-
hole. This work to be done in conjunction with the con-
struction of a sewer system within the development, on
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a street known as Caralan Ave., a lift station to be pro-
vided by the developer in Exeter Road, as well as all
engineering costs for the entire project. The estimated
share of the cost to be borne by the developer is esti-
mated at approximately sixteen thousand five hundred
dollars ($16,500.00).
The entire project to be subject to Town supervision
and inspection and billed to the developer on an actual
cost basis. The contractor shall maintain actual cost
records on the cost of the work to be undertaken under
the contract for the work to be performed for the Town
and refund any amount that may be due the Town if the
actual costs are less than the estimated nine thousand
dollars ($9,000.00), contract cost.
ARTICLE 15. On petition of Harry I. McDormand
and seventeen other legal voters of the Town of Hamp-
ton, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of three thousand five hundred dollars
($3,500.00) to obtain by lease purchase over a three
year period, mechanical street sweeping equipment in
order to make possible a street cleaning program as
recommended by the Town Manager. The street clean-
ing program would include:
(a) Sweeping of streets and parking areas on a
daily basis during the season at Hampton Beach by
mechanical means rather than by the hand sweeping
method now utilized. It is known that such a sweep-
ing program will be considerably more efficient and
will immediately make a substantial reduction in
present payroll requirements.
(b) Establish a regular street sweeping pro-
gram to cover all business and residential areas of
the Town on a weekly basis.
(c) Establish a program of sweeping up leaves
from all residential streets during the fall season.
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ARTICLE 16. On petition of Harry G. Zitrick and
thirty-four other legal voters of the Town of Hampton,
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) for the in-
stallation of approximately 400 feet of storm drainage
and fixtures on Hobbs Road.
ARTICLE 17. On petition of Alexander L. Bowley
and twenty-two legal voters of the Town of Hampton,
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to grade and
surface Mary Batchelder Road, from Old Stage Road to
Towle Road.
ARTICLE 18. On petition of Noel W. Salomon and
ten other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see
if the Town will vote to accept the streets known as
Pine Road and Birch Road, subject to approval of the
Selectmen.
ARTICLE 19. On petition of Robert J. Dunfey and
ten other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see
if the town will vote to accept the street known as Duston
Avenue, running from Ashworth Avenue to Whitten
Avenue, subject to approval of the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to give the
Selectmen power to change the name of any street in
case of duplication or similarity of names, as prescribed
in Chapter 109, Section 5, Revised Laws of N. H.
ARTICLE 21. On petition of Pauline A. Langley and
ten other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see if
the Town will vote to amend the zoning ordinance of the
Town of Hampton, adopted at the annual Town meeting
March 8, 1949, and amended at subsequent Town meet-
ings, as follows: By adding the following area to the
business area of the Town:
Beginning at a point on the southerly sideline of
High Street at land of Harvey A. and Pauline B.
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MacKenzie; thence running S 0° - 47' E by said
MacKenzie's land parallel to and 30 feet westerly
from the westerly end of the garage building situate
on said property a distance of 236.3 feet to land of
H. Clifford Bean, formerly of Joseph J. Mace;
thence turning and running S 80° - 27' W by said
Bean land 632 feet, more or less, to Meadow Pond
;
thence turning and running in a general north-
westerly direction by Meadow Pond and Waste Gate
Stream, so called, about 412 feet to High Street;
then turning and running S 88° - 12' E by High
Street 808 feet to the point of beginning.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to amend
the Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Hampton, adopted
at the annual Town meeting on March 8, 1949, and as
amended by subsequent Town meetings as follows
:
By adding the following new Residence A District to
Appendix A:
RESIDENCE "A"
South of Winnacunnet Road
Beginning at a point 300 feet southerly of the
southerly sideline of Winnacunnet Road measured
along the projection to the south of the westerly
side-line of Ring's Restaurant Land, so-called, and
running southerly in a straight line to the northerly
edge of the Marsh; thence turning and running
generally westerly by the northerly edge of the
Marsh to the land of the Town of Hampton known
as the Sewage Disposal Plant ; thence running gen-
erally northerly and westerly along the easterly and
northerly bounds of said Town of Hampton land,
and along the northerly side of the right-of-way
thereto to the Tide Mill Road and continuing in a
straight line to the edge of the Marsh ; thence turn-
ing and running westerly by the northerly edge of
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the Marsh to the Hampton River Boat Club Land
at a point 200 feet from the westerly sideline of
Landing Road; thence running northerly 200 feet
westerly of the westerly sideline of Landing Road
to a point 200 southerly from the southerly sideline
of Park Avenue; thence turning and running
easterly bounding on Resident "A", Hampton
Village, and on Residence "B" Winnacunnet Road
to the point of beginning.
ARTICLE 23. On petition of Arthur C. Moulton and
ten other legal voters of the Town of Hampton; to see
if the town will vote an amendment to the zoning ordin-
ances, to provide zoning protection to the Hampton Air-
port, as described in sections 1 thru 11 and shown on
the Hampton Airport Approach Plan dated May 15, 1956.
In pursuance of the authority conferred by Chapter 51
of the Revised Laws and for the purpose of promoting
the health, safety and general welfare of the inhabitants
of Hampton, by preventing the creation or establishment
of airport hazards, thereby protecting the lives and
property of the users of the Hampton Airport and of
occupants of land in its vicinity and preventing destruc-
tion or impairment of the utility of the Airport and the
public service it provides.
To amend existing zoning ordinance to provide airport
approach area regulations
An amendment of the zoning ordinance regulating
and restricting the height of structures and objects of
natural growth and otherwise regulating the use of
property in the vicinity of the Hampton Airport by
creating airport approach areas and establishing the
boundaries thereof; defining certain terms used herein;
(providing for enforcement)
;
(establishing a Board of
Appeals); and (imposing penalties). (The last three
items not needed if already provided for).
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In pursuance of the authority conferred by Chapter
51, of the Revised Laws and for the purpose of promot-
ing the the health, safety and general welfare of the in-
habitants of Hampton, N. H., by preventing the creation
or establishment of airport hazards, thereby protecting
the lives and property of the users of the Hampton Air-
port and of occupants of land in its vicinity and prevent-
ing destruction or impairment of the utility of the Air-
port and the public service it provides.
The following amendment of the Zoning Ordinance is
hereby adopted by the legal voters of the Town of
Hampton as follows:
Section 1. Definitions. As used in this ordinance,
unless the context otherwise requires:
(1) "Airport" means any area of land or water,
whether constructed or not, which has been approved by
the director as a site for the landing and taking off of
aircraft or utilized or to be utilized by the public as a
point of arrival or departure by air.
(2) "Approach Area" means an area having dimen-
sions of 300 feet in width at a point 200 feet from end
of the landing strip and flares to 2,250 feet in width at a
distance of 10,200 feet. The center line of this approach
area shall coincide with the centerline of the landing
strip extended.
(3) "Airport Hazard" means any structure, tree,
smoke, steam, dust or other substance which obstructs
the aerial approaches of an airport or impairs the rea-
sonable visibility in the vicinity thereof, electrical im-
pulses and disturbances which interfere with radio aides
or communications and lights which might result in
glare in the vision of pilots of aircraft or be confused
with airport lights.
(4) "Non-conforming Use" means any structure,
tree, or use of land which does not conform to a regula-
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tion prescribed in this ordinance or an amendment there-
to, as of the effective date of such regulations.
(5) "Person" means any individual, firm, co-partner-
ship, corporation, company, association, joint stock as-
sociation or body politic, and includes any trustee, re-
ceiver, assignee, or other similar representative thereof.
(6) "Structure" means any object constructed or in-
stalled by man, including such objects although regulated
or licensed by other provisions of law.
(7) "Tree" means any object of natural growth.
Section 2 Areas. In order to carry out the purposes
of this amendment all of the land within the boundaries
of the approach areas and all of the land within a dis-
tance of 8,000 feet from the airport reference point
shown on the Hampton Airport Approach Plan dated
May 15, 1956 which is attached hereto and made a part
hereof, is hereby declared subject to the restrictions of
this amendment.
Section 3. Height Limits. No structure or tree shall
be erected, altered or allowed to grow within the areas
described in Section 2 hereof, above a slope ratio of 20
feet to one foot measured from a point 200 feet from
the end of the landing strip served by an approach area
or above a slop ratio of seven feet to one foot measured
from the side of the landing strips and the approaches,
or within a distance of 5,000 feet from the Airport Refer-
ence point above a height of 150 feet above the airport
elevation or above a slope ratio of 20 feet to one foot be-
tween 5,000 feet and 8,000 feet from the airport refer-
ence point, except that the Board of Appeals shall have
the power to grant a variance of this regulation where
literal application or enforcement of the same would re-
sult in practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship and
the relief granted would not be contrary to the public
interest but do substantial justice and be in accordance
with the spirit of this regulation.
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Section 4. Use Restrictions. Notwithstanding any
other provisions of the zoning ordinance, no use may be
made of the land described in Section 2 hereof in such
manner as to create electrical interference with radio
aids or communications between the airport and aircraft,
make it difficult for flyers to distinguish between airport
lights and others, result in glare in the eyes of flyers
using the airport, impair visibility in the vicinity of the
airport by the creation and discharge of smoke, steam,
dust or other obstructions to visibility or otherwise en-
danger the landing, taking off, or maneuvering of air-
craft.
Section 5. Non-conforming Uses. The regulations
described in Section 3 and 4 of this amendment shall not
be construed to require the removal, lowering or other
change or alteration of any structure or tree not con-
forming to the regulations as of the effective date hereof,
or otherwise interfere with the continuance of any non-
conforming use. Nothing herein contained shall require
any change in the construction, alteration, or intended
use of any structure and the construction or alteration,
of which was begun prior to the effective date of this
amendment, and is diligently prosecuted and completed
within two years thereof.
Section 6. Variances. Any person desiring to erect
any structure or increase the height of any structure,
or permit the growth of any tree, or use his property,
not in accordance with the regulations prescribed in this
amendment, may apply for a variance therefrom. Such
variance shall be allowed where a literal application of
enforcement of the regulations would result in practical
difficulty or unnecessary hardship and the relief granted
would not be contrary to the public interest but do sub-
stantial justice and be in accordance with the spirit of
this amendment.
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Section 7. Permits.
(1) Future Uses. No material change in violation of
Sections 3 and 4 hereof shall be made in the use of land,
and no structure or tree shall be erected, altered, planted,
or otherwise established in violation of Sections 3 and
4 hereof in any of the areas of land described in Section
2 hereof, unless a permit therefor shall have been applied
for and granted. Each^such application shall indicate the
purpose for which the permit is desired, with sufficient
particularity to permit it to be determined whether the
lesulting use, structure, or tree would conform to the
regulations herein prescribed. If such determination is
in the affirmative, the permit applied for shall be
granted.
(2) Existing Uses. Before any existing use, struc-
ture or tree may be replaced, substantially altered or re-
paired, rebuilt, allowed to grow higher, or replanted,
within any of the areas of land described in Section 2
hereof, a permit must be secured authorizing such re-
placement, change or repair if it is in violation of Sec-
tions 3 and 4 hereof. No such permit shall be granted
that would allow the establishment or creation of an air-
port hazard or permit a nonconforming use, structure or
tree to be made or become higher, or become a greater
hazard to air navigation, than it was on the effective
date of this ordinance or than it is when the application
for a permit for replacement, change or repair of exist-
ing use, structure, or tree shall be granted.
Section 8. Hazard Marking and Lighting. Any permit
of variance granted under Section 6 or 7 may, if such
action is deemed advisable to effectuate the purposes of
this amendment and reasonable in the circumstances, be
so conditioned as to require the owner of the structure or
tree in question to permit the Hampton Airport at its
own expense, to install, operate and maintain thereon
such markers and lights as may be necessary to indicate
to flyers the presence of an airport hazard.
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Section 9. Severability. If any of the provisions of
this amendment or the application thereof to any person
or circumstance is held invalid, such invalidity shall not
effect other provisions or application of this amendment
which can be given effect without the invalid provision
or application, and to this end the provisions of this
amendment are declared to be severable.
Section 10. Airport Plan. A copy of said Airport
Approach Plan shall become a part of the Zoning map
of the Town of Hampton.
Section 11. Effective Date. This amendment shall
take effect upon adoption.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to amend
the Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Hampton adopted
at the annual Town meeting on March 8, 1949, and as
amended by subsequent Town meetings, as follows:
By adding after "Article V the following new article
:
ARTICLE VA—Regulations for Exterior Design and
Appearance of Dwellings erected in any housing develop-
ment.
Section 1. The Town of Hampton hereby finds that
uniformity in the exterior design and appearance of
dwellings erected in the same residential neighborhood
tends to adversely affect the desirability of the immedi-
ate and neighboring areas for residential purposes and
impairs existing residential property in such area ; tends
to impair the value of both improved and unimproved
real property in such areas with attendant deterioration
of conditions affecting the health, safety and morals of
the inhabitants thereof and the community at large;
and tends to deprive the municipality of tax revenue
and destroys a proper balance between taxable value of
real property in such areas and the cost of municipal
services provided therefor. It is the purpose of this
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Article VA to prevent these and other harmful effects
in the design and appearance of dwellings erected in
any housing development in the same residential neigh-
borhood and thus to promote and protect the health,
safety, morals and general welfare of the community.
Section 2. Except as provided in this Article VA,
not more than one building permit shall hereafter be
issued for any dwelling to be erected in a housing de-
velopment consisting of two or more houses if it is
substantially alike in exterior design and appearance
with any neighboring dwelling situated on the same or
opposite sides of the street within two (200) hundred
feet of a dwelling then in existence or for which a build-
ing permit has been issued or is pending. The distance
herein specified shall be construed to mean the distance
between the street property lines of the respective
properties.
Section 3. Houses within such specified distance from
each other shall be considered uniform in exterior de-
sign and appearance if they have any one of the following
characteristics
:
(a) The same basic dimensions and floor plans are
used without substantial differentiation of one or more
exterior elevations; or
(b) The same basic dimensions and floor plans are
used without substantial change in orientation of the
houses on the lots; or
(c) The height and design of the roofs are without
substantial change in design and appearance ; or
(d) The size, type and location of windows and doors
in the front elevation are without substantial differ-
entiation.
Section 4. In addition to the requirements specified
in Section 3, there shall not be less than three (3) separ-
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ate basic house designs in every housing development
consisting of eight (8) or more houses, and not less than
five (5) basic house designs where there are fifteen (15)
or more houses.
Section 5. To insure conformity with the provisions
of this Article VA, no building permit shall hereafter
be issued for more than one dwelling in any housing
development, except as provided in Section 6, until an
engineer's survey or architect's drawing of the entire
tract or part to be developed, has been submitted to the
Building Inspector showing thereon, or on a schedule
attached thereto, the model number, type and design of
each house, with the proper street and lot numbers for
each house. The survey or drawing shall show the di-
mensions of each house, its exact location on the lot with
setbacks and width or depth of all yard spaces. In event
of subsequent desired change in basic design, size or
location of a house in such a tract, a revised plan and
application therefor shall be filed and approved before
such work is started.
Section 6. To further insure conformity with the
provisions of this Article VA in respect to new sub-
divisions for the purpose of a housing development, the
Planning Board of the Town of Hampton may at its
discretion, require a performance bond, and an affidavit
or a performance guarantee, that the subdivision will be
developed as a whole so that the intent and purpose of
this Article VA is satisfied.
Section 7. Appeals for relief from the provisions of
this Article VA may be taken to the Zoning Board of
Adjustment, and relief may be granted by said body
when, in its opinion, such relief is not detrimental to the
public interest.
Section 8. If any sections, subsection, sentence,
clause or phrase of this Article VA is for any reason
held to be unconstitutional or invalid, such decision shall
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not affect the remaining portions of this Article. The
Town of Hampton hereby declares that it would have
passed each section and subsection hereof, irrespective
of the fact that any one or more of the sections, sub-
sections, sentences, clauses or phrases may be declared
unconstitutional or invalid.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars
($5,000.00) to authorize the Selectmen to determine,
with the advice of counsel, the Town Council, Marsh
Reclamation Committee, Planning Board, State Officials,
and others as they may desire, the organizational method
by which marsh reclamation will be performed, and to
take the necessary action to create or implement that
organization.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to change
the zoning regulations to limit the so-called Residential
"C" area (5,000 square foot lots) to the area east of
the proposed marsh reclamation and to establish a mini-
mum lot size of 7,500 square feet in the areas proposed
for reclamation.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,-
000.00) to authorize the Marsh Reclamation Committee
to proceed with further planning with a view to obtain-
ing more definite preliminary plans, engineering data,
cost estimates, data for regulatory ordinances and other
data, all of which will be required by such agency as
may be established to handle the marsh reclamation.
ARTICLE 28. On petition of Roland W. Paige and
ten other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, to see
if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) for the purpose of
purchasing and erecting a Korean Conflict Honor Roll to
be cast in bronze.
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ARTICLE 29. On petition of James W. Tucker, Sr.
and fifteen other legal voters of the Town of Hampton,
to see if the town will vote to adopt the non-partisan
ballot system for all future town elections, regular and
special, as provided by Chapter 22 of the New Hamp-
shire Laws of 1943 and any subsequent amendments.
(This article will appear on the Australian ballot).
ARTICLE 30. To receive the reports of the special
committees which were authorized to report at the
Annual Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 31. To transact any other business that
may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 21st day of




Selectmen of Hampton, N. H.





Selectmen of Hampton, N. H.
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year








Interest & Dividends Tax $ 15,000.00 $ 15,500.04 $ 15,000.00
Railroad Tax 1,300.00 1,300.00
Savings Bank Tax 700.00 800.02 700.00
Reimbursement a/c Exemption of
Growing Wood & Timber 400.00 80.52 100.00
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 700.00 877.10 800.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 10,000.00 7,091.25 7,000.00
Fines & Forfeits, Municipal Court 4,000.00 3,946.06 3,500.00
Rent of Town Hall & Other Bldgs. 1.00 182.50
Interest Received on Taxes & Deposits 800.00 1,216.54 1,000.00
Income of Departments:
(a) Parking Spaces 14,000.00 15,172.00 14,000.00
(b) Road Toll Refunds 500.00 711.73 600.00
(c) Comfort Station 4,000.00 4,162.20 4,000.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 30,000.00 32,947.98 30,000.00
Land Rent 15,000.00 15,882.50 15,000.00
Sale of Town Property 200.00 2,895.00 200.00
Sale of Cemetery Lots 45.00
Miscellaneous Revenue 184.31
Amount Raised By Issue Of
Bonds or Notes:
Library Addition — Note 25,000.00 25,000.00
Library Addition— Gift 10,000.00 10,000.00
Cash Surplus 34,738.00 34,738.00 1 1,494.07
From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes:
(a) Poll Taxes—Reg. @ $2 2,800.00 2,762.00 2,800.00
(b) National Bank Stock Taxes 184.00 174.25 100.00
TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES
EXCEPT PROPERTY TAXES $169,323.00 $174,369.00 $107,594.07
AMT. TO BE RAISED BY PROP. TAXES 377,035.93
TOTAL REVENUES $484,630.00
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HAMPTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Estimates and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures








Town Officers' Salaries $ 15,480.00
Town Officers' Exp. 9,500.00
Election & Registrattion Exp. 500.00
Municipal Court Exp. 3,000.00
Expenses Town Hall &
Other Town Bldgs 2,000.00





Moth Exterm. - Blister Rust
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Public Service Enterprises:
Hydrants 11,500.00 11,425.00 12,000.00
Cemeteries 4,500.00 4,500.00 4,500.00
Parking Spaces 6,500.00 6,411.45 7,025.00
Special Activities 19,050.00 19,871.92 20,000.00
Unclassified:
Damages & Legal Exp. 3,500.00 2,881.40 3,500.00
Advert. & Reg. Associa. 8,700.00 8,700.00 7,050.00
Employees' Retirement
& Social Security 3,200.00 2,743.87 3,000.00
Interest:
On Temporary Loans &
Bonded Debt 5,500.00 5,589.42 6,030.00
Highways and Bridges:
T.own Constr.—Bridge 4,000.00
Storm Drains 6,500.00 5,979.18 5,000.00
Water Works Constr. 3,000.00
Sidewalk Construction 5,000.00 6,276.57 2,000.00
Sewer Construction 20,000.00 15,873.82 42,500.00
New Lands & Bldgs. 50,000.00 50,000.00 3,000.00
New Equipment 14,050.00 14,133.59 16,750.00
Payment on Principal of Debt:
Paym't. on Princ. of Debt 16,500.00 16,500.00 21,500.00
Planning & Zoning Board 1,000.00 764.10 1,000.00
Hampton Develop. Coun. 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
Civic Center 19,000.00
Marsh Reclamation 2,000.00 10,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $471,078.00 $444,773.25 $484,630.00
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
Herbert Casassa Kenneth Langley Howard Page, Jr.
Charles Greenman Mrs. R. N. Blake Mrs. Wilma White
William Elliot Ralph Harris Martin E. Gunther
Harold Pierson Carl M. Lougee Harry Munsey
Caroline Higgins Douglass Hunter Richard Simons
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SELECTMEN'S AND TOWN MANAGER'S
GENERAL REPORT
The financial picture for the fiscal year for 1957
indicates a successful year of operations. The audit
report indicates a BUDGET surplus of $35,575.48 for
the fiscal year. The total CASH surplus at the end of
1957 was $43,432.91.
The Board of Selectmen set aside the sum of
$29,471.51 to provide funds already obligated by con-
tract and to preserve funds for projects voted as special
articles at prior years Town Meetings. The sum of
$13,961.40 remains as Cash Surplus which may be used
to reduce the 1958 tax rate.
HIGHLIGHTS OF IMPORTANT MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS IN 1957
Following is a list of important projects that have
been completed during the year 1957
:
1. Construction and landscaping of park area in
Depot Square.
2. Reconstruction of interceptor sewer across Hamp-
ton Marsh.
3. Created the position of Dog Officer to enforce
State statutes and local ordinances relating to dogs.
4. Approved installation of two new hydrants.
5. Approved installation of thirty-two new street
lights including a street lighting modernization pro-
gram in the central business district utilizing mercury
vapor lights.
6. Construction of storm drainage for the Kings
Avenue area.
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7. Construction of storm drains in the Surfside
Park area, (This system will be extended in the Spring
of 1958).
8. Construction of a sidewalk on High Street from
Mill Road to Locke Road.
9. Authorized purchase of a replacement pump at
the beach pumping station (installation to be completed
in the Spring of 1958).
10. Adapted old cold-patch shelter at the gravel pit
for storing of bulk rock salt thus taking advantage of
the lower cost of bulk salt over individually bagged salt.
11. Stimulated neighborhood tree planting program
by procuring 150 Rock Maple trees from the State
Forestry nursery.
12. Installed new street lighting and stop signs at
the "Five-Corner" intersection on High Street.
13. Prepared application to the State Department
of Public Works and Highways for increased Town
Road Aid to reflect the 12 additional miles of highways
constructed in new developments during the past five
years.
14. Completed the building program for the ex-
pansion of library facilities at the Lane Memorial
Library.
HIGHLIGHTS OF IMPORTANT MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS PROPOSED FOR 1958
1. Utilization of Town owned building on Academy
Avenue for Civil Defense Auxiliary Police Headquar-
ters and Police Administrative offices.
2. Creation of Department of Public Works to
assume full responsibility for road construction and
maintenance; Sewer construction; Plant operation and
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maintenance; Refuse collection and dump operation;
Snow and ice control; and Town equipment mainten-
ance.
3. Dutch Elm disease and mosquito control spray-
ing program operated by the Town.
4. Machinery and equipment repair at the sewerage
plant.
5. Reconstruction of four manholes on the inter-
ceptor sewer line at Hampton Beach to eliminate infil-
tration of sea water.
6. Construction of sewer line in L Street to replace
broken pipe.
7. Reconstruction of storm drainage system at Tuck
Memorial property.
8. Construction of drainage system for Hobbs Road.
9. Modernization of street lighting at Hampton
Beach in cooperation with the State Department of
Forestry and Recreation.
10. Construction of addition to Town Hall for ad-
ministrative office.
11. Application for State Bridge Aid for construc-
tion of Tide Mill Bridge and purchase of surplus bridge
steel from the Department of Public Works and High-
ways.
12. Construction of sewer system for Anns Lane.
13. Construction of portion of sewer system on
Winnacunnet Road towards North Beach.
14. Enlarged scope of community services program
at Lane Memorial Library to include longer hours of
operation; cultural programs; exhibition of arts and
crafts and Historical material ; wider selection of books
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and reference materials. The Trustees of the Lane
Memorial Library will be assisted by a new organiza-
tion of interested citizens, known as the Friends of the
Lane Memorial Library.
These are some of the highlights of the work pro-
gram for 1957 and projected programs for 1958. While
we can take some pride in the accomplishments of
governmental operations thus far, we are keenly con-
scious of the many problems that lie ahead.
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Land and Buildings $12,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 3,000.00
Library, Land and Building 55,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 5,500.00
Police Dept., Land and Building
Including Comfort Station 12,000.00
Equipment 3,000.00
Parking Spaces, Land and Equipment 45,000.00
Fire Dept., Land and Buidings 8,500.00
Equipment 13,000.00
Highway Dept., Land and Buildings 1,500.00
Equipment 8,000.00
Materials and Supplies Inch Gravel Pit 2,400.00
Parks, Commons, Playgrounds 20,000.00
Tax Collector's Deeds 2,029.94
Town Dumps 3,000.00
Health Dept., Equipment 5,500.00
Sewer Dept., Disposal Plant 125,000.00
Sewer Mains 275,000.00
Equipment 3,500.00
Town Lots Leased 800,000.00
11,401,429.94
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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY OF VALUATION 1957





Neat Stock, 15 1,025.00





Wood and Lumber, 24,850' 6,765.00
Gasoline Pumps and Tanks, 59 7,925.00
Stock-In-Trade 296,873.00
Mills and Machinery, 7 4,454.00
Total (Groses Valuation Bpforp
Exemptions Allowed $16,437,261.00
Less Soldiers Exemptions 362,667.00
Total Net Valuation $16,074,594.00
Total Town & School Approp. 835,939.11
Overlay 15,979.58
$851,918.69
Less Estimated Revenue, Poll
Taxes, Bank Stock Taxes 169,323.00
Total Town Prop. Taxes Assessed $682,595.69
Tax Rate — $42.50 per $1,000.00 of Valuation.
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REPORT




for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1957
made by
THE DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
December 16-20, 23, 197 - January 2, 3, 6 & 7, 1958
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DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Concord, New Hampshire





Submitted herewith is the report of the annual examination and
audit of the accounts of the Town of Hampton for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 1957, which was made by this Division in
accordance with the vote of the Town. Exhibits as hereafter
listed are included as part of the report.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and
records of the Board of Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town
Clerk, Municipal Court, Library, Cemetery Association and Trus-
tees of Trust Funds.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets — Dec. 31, 1956 - Dec. 31, 1957
(Exhibit A-l)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of December 31, 1956 and
December 31, 1957, are presented in Exhibit A-l. As indicated
therein the Net Debt increased by $6,377.90 in 1957.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit A-2)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the Town
during tha year is made in Exhibit A-2, with the factors which
caused the change indicated therein. These were as follows:
Increase in Net Debt
Long Term Notes Issued $25,000.00
Cash Surplus Used to Reduce Tax Rate 34,738.00
Decrease in Net Debt
Budget Surplus
Notes and Bonds Paid
Increase in Accounts Receivable
Decrease in Accounts Payable
Collector's Excess Credits (Net)
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Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures
Estimated and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits A-3 & A-4)
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures,
estimated and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended December
31, 1957, are presented in Exhibits A-3 and A-4. As indicated by
the budget summary (Exhibit A-4), a revenue surplus of $13,-
961.40, plus a net unexpended balance of appropriations of
$21,614.08, resulted in a net budget surplus of $35,575.48.
Summary of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit B-l)
A summary statment of receipts and expenditures for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 1957, made up in accordance with
the uniform classification of accounts, is included in Exhibit
B-l. Proof of the Treasurer's balance as of December 31, 1957,
is indicated in Exhibit B-2.
Statement of Bonded Indebtedness: (Exhibit I)
AUDIT PROCEDURE
The accounts and records of all town officials charged with
the custody, receipt and disbursement of public funds were
examined and audited. Vouchers and cancelled checks were com-
pared with supporting invoices and payrolls as well as entries
in the books of record. Receipts were checked by source insofar as
possible and totals of receipts and expenditures verified. Book
balances were verified by comparison with reconciled bank bal-
ances made from statements obtained from depository banks.
Verification of uncollected taxes was made by mailing notices
to delinquent taxpayers as indicated by the Collector's records.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Current Surplus:
The current surplus (excess of total assets over current liabil-
ities) increased from $103,143.44 to $105,265.54 in 1957, as indi-
cated herewith:
Dec. 31, 1956 Dec. 31, 1957
Total Assets $271,235.93 $276,288.64
Current Liabilities 168,092.49 171,023.10
Current Surplus $103,143.44 $105,265.54
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Conclusion
:
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require
that the summary of findings and recommendations (letter of
transmittal) of this report shall be published in the next annual
report of the Town.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of Hampton
for their assistance during the course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
Harold G. Fowler, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Joseph W. Boudreau, Auditor
O. Maurice Oleson, Accountant
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This is to certify that we have examined and audited the
accounts and records of the Town of Hampton for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 1957, and found them to be in good condition.
In our opinion the Exhibits included herewith reflect the true
financial condition of the Town on December 31, 1957, together
with the results of operations for the fiscal year ended on that
date.
Respectfully submitted,
Harold G. Fowler, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Joseph W. Boudreau, Auditor
O. Maurice Oleson, Accountant




A-l—Comparative Balance Sheets — As of December 31,
1956 and December 31, 1957
A-2—Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
A-3—Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Ex-
penditures
A-4—Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues and
Budget Summary
Treasurer:
B-l—Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures




C-2—Summary of State Head Tax Warrants
C-3—Summary of Tax Sale Account
Clerk:
D —Summary of Town Clerk's Account
Trust Funds:
E —Summary of Trust Fund Principal, Income and In-
vestments
Municipal Court:




G —Summary of Public Library Receipts, Expenditures
and Proof of Balance
Cemetery
:
H-l—Summary of Cemetery Association Accounts — Work-
ing Fund
H-2—Cemetery Association — Investment Funds
Indebtedness:
I —Statement of Bonded Indebtedness
Surety Bonds:
J —Town Officers' Surety Bonds




As of December 31, 1956 and December 31, 1957
ASSETS
Cash: Dec. 3]L, 1956 Dec. 31, 1957
General Fund $202,798.29 $182,517.17
In hands of Tax Col. 32.20
5202,830.49I
Accounts Due Town:
Land Rents 685.00 1,310.00
Railroad Tax 1,382.43 1,300.00
Savings Bank Tax 798.24
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1956 $1,265.54
Levy of 1955 1,927.14 397.68
Levy of 1954 178.22
2,105.36 1,663.22
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1957 86,938.25
Levy of 1956 60,905.61
Levy of 1955 98.80
State Head Taxes
—
Levy of 1957 2,560.00
State Head Taxes-








Total Assets & Net De 1381,092.49 $392,523.10
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LIABILITIES
December 31, 1956 Dec. 31, 1957
Unexpended Balances of
Appropriations :
Town Road Aid $877.24
New Construction
(Marsh Highway) 4,246.65 $3,667.60
Sidewalk Constr. 2,999.59 1,723.02
Sewer Maintenance 4,000.00 6,800.00
King & Hackett Drain 1,700.00 354.43
Public Relief 422.91
Damages & Legal 3,819.96 4,438.56
Recreation Com. 535.58
Marsh Reclamation 500.00 500.00













State Head Taxes & Penalties:
Col. but not Remitted $240.50 $362.50












Total Liabilities 381,092.49 $392,523.10
Total Liabilities 1381,092.49 $392,523.10
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EXHIBIT A-2
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1957
Net Debt—December 31, 1957 $116,234.46
Net Debt—December 31, 1956 109,856.56
Increase in Net Debt $6,377.90
Analysis of Change
Increases:
Long Term Notes Issued $25,000.00




Notes & Bonds Retired 16,500.00
Increase in Accounts Receivable 625.00
Decrease in Accounts Payable 24.96
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EXHIBIT A-4
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Statement of Estimated & Actual Revenues and Budget Summary
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1957
Deficit
Int. & Div. Tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Reimb. a/c Road Tolls
Revenue from Yield
Tax Sources $332.90
Motor Veh Per. Fees
Dog Licenses
Bus. Lie. & Permits 2,908.75
Fines & Forfeits
—
Municipal Court 4,000.00 3,946.06 53.94
Rent of Town Prop.
and Equipment 1.00 182.50 181.50
Int. on Taxes & Income
from Trust Funds
Land Rent
































Net Revenue Surplus $13,961.40
Unexp. Bal. of Appro. $30,848.56
Overdrafts of Appro. 9,234.48
Net Unexpended Balance
of Appropriations 21,614.08
Net Budget Surplus $35,575.48
*Accounts Receivable
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EXHIBIT B-l
Classified Statement of Receipts and Expenditures







Nat. Bank Stock Taxes 174.25
Yield Taxes 80.52





State Head Taxes 1,700.00
Interest Received on Taxes 1,216.54
Penalties on State Head Taxes 217.25
Tax Sales Redeemed 2,048.82
$712,479.78
From State:
Interest & Dividends Tax $15,500.04
Savings Bank Tax
(1956—$798.24+1957—$800.02) 1,598.26
Railroad Tax (1956) 1,382.43
Gas Tax Refunds 711.73
Reimb. a/c Public Welfare 108.44
Reimb. a/c Head Taxes 50.00





Bus. Lie. & Misc. Fees
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Rent of Town Property 16,065.00
Income from Parking Space 15,172.00
Income from Comfort Station 4,162.20
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 32,975.65
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue:
Library Bonds $25,000.00
Temporary Loans 215,000.00
Sale of Town Property 2,895.00
Sale of Cemetery Lots 45.00
Appropriation Credits:
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Election & Registration 571.45
Municipal Court 2,222.76
Town Hall & Other Town Bldgs. 1,040.32
$31,243.97









Dump & Garbage Collection 10,638.59
Highways & Bridges:
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Unclassified:
Damages & Legal $2,881.40
Taxes Bought by Town 1,620.24
Overlay—Abatements & Refunds 1,657.67
Special Activities 19,951.66
Christmas Lighting 471.75
Social Security—Town's Share 2,743.87
Motor Vehicle Permit Refunds 27.67
Advertising & Regional Asso. 1,000.00
Hampton Beach Publicity 8,700.00
Recreation Commission 1,268.43
Zoning & Planning Board 764.10
Town Tax Maps 2,125.00
Interest
New Construction & Improvements:
Sidewalk Construction $6,276.57
Sewer Construction 15,873.82
Marsh Highway Fund 579.05
King & Hackett Lane Drain 1,345.57
Surfside Drain 5,979.18
Land & New Equipment 39,133.59
Bronze Street Signs 118.80
Cemetery Memorial Area 409.00




Payments to Other Government Divisions:
County Tax $46,638.39
State of New Hampshire:
1957 Head Taxes $8,261.50
1956 Head Taxes & Pen. 1,890.00
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Precinct Tax 44,555.00
School District 289,895.39
Co-operative School District 32,607.05
$423,972.14
Total Expenditures $1,085,541.06
Balance—December 31, 1957 182,517.17
Grand Total $1,268,058.23
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EXHIBIT B-2
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1957
Balance—January 1, 1957 $202,798.29
Receipts During Year 1,065,259.94
$1,268,058.23
Expenditures During Year 1,085,541.06
Balance—December 31, 1957 $182,517.17
Proof of Balance
Bal. in Rockingham National
Bank—per Statement of
December 31, 1957 $191,538.02
Bal. in The Exeter Banking-
Co.—per Statement of














Reconciled Balance—December 31 $182,517.17




Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1957
Transfers from General Funds $181,563.02
Paid on Payrolls During Year $179,662.99
Refunded to General Fund 1,900.03
181,563.02
Balance—December 31, 1957 $0.00
Proof of Balance
Bal. in tbe Rockingham National
Bank—Per Statement of
December 31, 1957 $1,470.16
Less: Outstanding Checks 1,470.16
Reconciled Balance—December 31, 1957 $0.00








Uncollected Taxes—Jan. 1, 1957:
Property Taxes
Poll Taxes



















National Bank Stock Taxes
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EXHIBIT C-2
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Summary of State Head Tax Warrants




Uncol. Head Taxes—Jan. 1, 1957 $2,430.00
Taxes Committed to Collector $12,285.00
Added Taxes 40.00 10.00 10.00




A/c Head Taxes $9,360.00 $1,690.00 $10.00
A/c Penalties 17.50 199.75
Abatements Allowed 395.00 715.00
Uncol. Head Taxes—Dec. 31, 1957 2,560.00
$12,332.50 $2,604.75 $10.00
Add: Credit Deficit 10.00 35.00
$12,342.50 $2,639.75 $10.00
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EXHIBIT C-3
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Summary of Tax Sale Account




Unredeemed Taxes—Jan. 1, 1957 $1,927.14 $178.22
Tax Sale of August 23, 1957 $1,620.24




A/c Redemptions $346.67 $1,523.93 $178.22
A/c Interest & Costs 5.25 109.17 17.22
Abatements 8.03 5.53
Unredeemed Taxes—Dec. 31, 1957 1,265.54 397.68
$1,625.49 $2,036.31 $195.44
DR.
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EXHIBIT D
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Summary of Town Clerk's Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1957
Motor Vehicle Permits Issued
:
1956— Nos. 112155-112250 $458.87














Less: Fees Retained 397 @ $.20







Business Licenses & Misc. Fees 2,457.90




A/c Motor Vehicle Permits $32,975.65
A/c Dog- Licenses 877.10
A/c Sewer Permits 3,770.00
A/c Business Licenses & Misc. Fees 2,457.90
A/c Sale of Maps 19.25
$40,099.90
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EXHIBIT F
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Summary of Municipal Court Accounts and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1957









Motor Vehicle Department $4,559.80
Bail Returned 3,915.00








Bal. in the Rockingham National
Bank of Exeter—Per Statement
of December 31, 1957
Less: Outstanding- Checks
Add: Cash on Hand
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EXHIBIT G
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Summary of Public Library Receipts, Expenditures
and Proof of Balance
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1957
Balance—January 1, 1957 $621.68
Receipts During Year:
Town Appropriation $3,700.00



























Reconciled Balance—December 31, 1957 $867.41
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EXHIBIT H-l
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Summary of Cemetery Association Accounts — Working Fund
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1957









New Funds Invested 690.00
Town Appropriation 4,500.00















Sale of Lots—Town 45.00
Fence 1,000.00
9,682.76
Balance—December 31, 1957 $177.74
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Proof of Balance
Balance in the First National Bank
of Portsmouth—Per Statement
of December 31, 1957 $367.74
Less: Outstanding- Check No. 2981 190.00
Reconciled Balance—December 31, 1957 $177.74
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EXHIBIT H-2
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Cemetery Association — Investment Funds
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1957
Total Invested Funds
—
January 1, 1957 $34,343.00
Special Fund for Old Cemeteries 400.00
Total Investments
—
January 1, 1957 $34,743.00
New Funds During Year
—
Exhibit H-l $690.00
Less: Amount Expended from
Old Cemeteries Fund 167.20
522.80
Total Investments—December 31, 1957 $35,265.80
Investments
Amoskeag Savings Bank No. 108982 $1,000.00
Concord Co-Operative Bank No. S 531 1,539.00
Concord Co-Operative Bank—Investment Share No. 517 3,000.00
Concord Co-Operative Bank—Investment Share No. 525 800.00
Hampton Co-Operative Bank No. 1647 8,499.00
Hampton Co-Operative Bank—Investment Share No. 109 8,025.00
Institution for Savings—Newburyport, Mass. No. 76649 100.00
Institution for Savings—Newburyport, Mass. No. 94895 100.00
Manchester Federal Savings & Loan Asso., No. 2233 4,770.00
New Hampshire Savings Bank—Concord No. 68075 1,000.00
Salem Savings Bank, Salem, Mass. No. 49301 300.00
Hampton Co-Operative Bank No.5745 232.80
Rockingham Nat. Bank of Exeter—Savings Cert. No. 24 2,700.00
U.S. Savings Bonds—Series G 3,100.00
New England Telephone & Telegraph Company
—
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EXHIBIT J
TOWN OF HAMPTON
Town Officers' Surety Bonds
1957
Town Clerk:
Number Amount Term Ending
Helen W. Hayden
















772982 $25,000.00 March 12, 1957
F-94707 $20,000.00 March 12, 1957
769155 $1,800.00 March 8,1956
138754 $1,800.00 March 12, 1957
802658 $1,800.00 March 13, 1956
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TRUST FUNDS
The various Funds are invested as follows
:
The five Poor Funds and the Currier Lib-
rary Fund are deposited in the Mechanics
Savings Bank of Manchester, N. H $5,780.75
The Cemetery Funds are deposited in the
Amoskeag Savings Bank, Manchester, N. H. 4,750.00
The Mrs. Lydia A. Lane Library Fund is
invested in the Hampton Co-operative Build-
ing and Loan Association 500.00
The Miss Ida M. Lane Library Fund is
invested in the Hampton Co-operative Build-
ing and Loan Association 500.00
$11,530.75
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CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Annual Report — December 31, 1957
INCOME
Cash on hand January 1, 1957 $253.53
Annual care of lots 182.50
Lot work 212.20
Foundation work 90.00
Interest on funds 1,117.27
Perpetual care funds 690.00
Town appropriation 4,500.00
Miscellaneous income 25.00










Salary of Treasurer 100.00
Equipment 639.35
Paid Town for lots 45.00
Installation of fence 1,000.00
Funds invested 3,390.00
Cash on hand December 31, 1957 177.74
$9,860.50
Total invested funds $35,033.00
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MEMORIAL PARK
Report of Money Received and Expended from
January 1957 to January 1958
Balance Jan. 1, 1957 $2,618.02
Membership Dues 20.00
Rec'd. Reuben's Barn for booklets 5.25
Interest on Savings Account 126.76




Amount in Savings Account $2,385.45
Amount in Checking Account 448.14
$2,833.59
EXPENDITURES
Hampton Water Works Co. $36.00
Exeter & Hampton Electric Co. 10.80
Tobey & Merrill, Inc. 126.75
Bank Service Charge 1.20
F. B. Crowe, Variety Store 14.79
John B. Berry, Col. of taxes 72.25
Harry L. Tufts 192.51
Leonard Hayden 11.40
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MUNICIPAL COURT







Grossly careless operation 8
Rubbish 5
One way street 5





Not properly registered 2
Assault 2
Allow unlicensed person to operate 2
Reckless operation 1
No financial responsibility 1
No parking area 1
Mischievously taking auto 1
Operating on sidewalk 1
Stop light 1
300
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Cases by State 196
Cases by North Hampton Police 14
Cases by individuals 8
Unemployment Division 2
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LIBRARY REPORT
REPORT OF LIBRARIAN
I hereby submit the following report of Hampton
Public Library from January 1, 1957 to December 31,
1957.











Book and Magazine Circulation 13,059
Due to the building of the addition and the renova-
tion of the old building, the Library was closed for
four months with the exception of a few days in Novem-
ber and December. Therefore the figures represent
practically only eight months of the year. Had the
Library been open, the circulation would undoubtedly
have exceeded that of the previous year, as there were
many new patrons.
On Friday, October 15, a neighborhood meeting was
held at the Hampton Falls Public Library, which Mrs.
Charles Palmer, Trustee, and I attended. The speaker
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was Miss Stroud of the N. H. State Library and there
was a display of adult and juvenile, books, many of
which were already on our shelves.
We trust that the hardships endured by the necessary
closing of the Library will be compensated for by the
advantages offered in the enlarged facilities.
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MEMORIAL DAY
Following is an itemized list of expenditures as the
result of American Legion activities in behalf of the






American (3 gr.) 59.25
American (Children's 2 gr.) 27.00




















For Post #35 American Legion
Hampton, New Hampshire
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RECREATION COMMITTEE REPORT OF 1957
Hampton's recreation program completed a second
successful year with more than 300 youngsters and
many adults taking advantage of the organized recrea-
tional opportunities afforded.
As in the first year of operation primary considera-
tion was given to a summer program, again directed by
Mr. Robert Carroll, an experienced recreation director.
Mrs. Kenneth Russell, of Hampton, was appointed as
assistant supervisor, and her work with the girls and
younger boys added greatly to the success of the pro-
gram.
Summer activities, which ran from June 23rd to
August 23rd, were again divided into two daily ses-
sions, 9:00 to 12:00, and 5:30 until dusk. The morn-
ing sessions had a total registration of 216 boys and
girls, and an average daily attendance of 65. Although
the evening sessions were not as well attended as those
of the previous year, adult and youth activity was
observed each evening.
The addition of Mrs. Russell to the staff made it
possible to have two or more supervised groups active
at all times during the morning sessions. Girls and
younger boys under her direction totalled nearly forty
active members, and averaged 20 in daily attendance.
Recreation for these youngsters included a very popular
arts and crafts period, badminton, volleyball, softball,
and kickball.
Organized baseball, track and field events, Mr. Car-
roll supervising, were provided daily for the older boys,
ages eight through fourteen. Two baseball leagues were
formed, a four team junior organization, which includ-
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ed 60 boys, and a two team senior league. The junior
teams competed in a 48 game intra-league schedule,
while the seniors played or practiced twice weekly, and
also met teams from other towns.
Other activities for boys included football, kickball,
volleyball, croquet, horse shoes, badminton, and bike
racing. During the summer season father-son and fam-
ily nights were held.
The scope of Hampton's recreational activities was
widened this year to include provisions for some limited
fall and winter play. For youngsters this consisted of
an opportunity for skating, and for adults an exper-
imental series of square dances was scheduled.
As no natural ice was available in Hampton, trans-
portation to the Exeter Academy rink was provided on
late fall Saturdays and several times during the Christ-
mas vacation. Groups of 50 to more than 90 young
people from the fourth through eighth grades took
advantage of this added recreational facility.
The committee is asking for $1,830.00 for the coming
season. Necessary purchases of equipment is the reason
for this anticipated increase in expenses. For the past
two years the program has been run using borrowed
equipment of a re-usable nature. These items, masks,
protective devises, non-expendable balls, nets, etc.,
should be program owned. Greater participation and
the addition of a program for girls and younger boys
also have created the expectation of increased pur-
chases of expendable items.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
CHIEF OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
1 Chief Engineer Permanent








Gasoline used 1,985 gallons; Lubricating oil 6 cases;
Fuel oil 5,424 gallons; Range oil 60 gallons.
OPERATION OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
FOR THE YEAR 1957
Number of Alarms Open Circuit 2
for year 157 Radio Reported
Telephone 86 Reported 21
Box 44
ASSIGNMENT OF APPARATUS FOR ALARMS











8 2V2 Hose Laid 5,800
14 V/2 Hose Laid 3,200
41 % Hose Laid 11,200
20 Ladders raised 150 ft.
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TYPES OF FIRES
False Alarms 23 Faulty Wiring 3
Grass 20 Wires Down 3
Buildings 16 Rubbish 2
Dump 16 Incenerators 2
Woods 15 Aid to Other Towns 2
Automobile 14 Gas Leaks 1
Oil Burners 9 Gasoline in Street 1
First Aid 8 Grease in Flue 1
Chimney 7 Electric Pole 1
Motors 5 Refrigerator 1
Air Raid 3
CAUSES (3F FIRES
Cigarette 27 Aid Raid 2
Unknown 20 Broken Oil Line 2
Burning Dump 20 Gas Leaks 2
Short Circuit in Locked Out 1
Wiring 15 Aid To Other
Small Children 10 Towns 1
First Aid 6 Cutting Torch 1
Burning Without a Burning Tar Bucket 1
Permit 7 Meat on Gas Stove 1
Soot in Flue 7 Cloth Across Wires 1
Water Hammer 6 Grease In Oven 1
Hot Motors 6 Water Heater 1
Flooded Oil Burners 4 Leaking Refrigerator
Faulty Oil Burners 3 Pipes 1
Broken Water Pipe 3 Leaking Fuel Pump 1
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ANNUAL REPORT
of the
Hampton Beach Village District
CERTIFICATE OF AUDIT
This is to certify that I have examined and audited
the accounts and records of the Hampton Beach Village
District for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1957.
In my opinion the schedules of receipts and expend-
itures included herewith reflect the true condition of
the Village District on December 31, 1957 together with
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PRECINCT TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE SHEET
As of December 31, 1957
ASSETS
Cash on Deposit as of Dec. 31, 1957 $6,859.90
Salt Water Fire Protective
System Project $84,000.00
Less : Reserve for Bond




Salt Water Fire Protective System
Bonds $56,000.00
Notes—Exeter Banking Co.
Exeter, N. H. 1,000.00
Rockingham National Bank
Exeter, N. H. 1,000.00
$58,000.00
Surplus 28,792.40
Total Liabilities and Surplus $86,792.40














Fire Ahirm System $1,239.23
Trucks and Equip. $3,000.00 1,760.77
Ins., Men, Trucks
and Building- 2,500.00 2,384.69
Uniforms, Per. & Call
Men 850.00 774.15
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Advertising
:







Off. Sal. & Exp. $1,400.00 $1,347.50
General Expenses 750.00 1,003.47
$2,150.00 $2,350.97
Insect Control $1,000.00 $360.00
$1,000.00






Total Approp. & Expend. $45,555.00 $43,089.44





Utilities, Ins. & Repairs
Staple's Hardware $64.84
Richard Rice 5.00
Exeter & Hampton Elec. Co. 135.78
Hampton Water Works 30.46
Warren Cann 12.00
A. Roland Bragg 10.00
Wilfred Boudreau 199.50
H. A. Trofatter 22.50
Merrill Lumber Co. 27.90
Frank Lussmore 96.00
M. E. O'Brien & Sons 248.84
Garlands Store 2.44
James G. Fast Co. 27.96
The Flag Shop 40.40
Justin McCarthy 17.70








George M. Johnson $4.00
A. Roland Bragg 130.00
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Kennedy's Bakery 6.05
Emery The Florist 75.00
Norman Chambers 20.00
Colt Photo Service 7.00
Frank Lussmore 118.50
N. H. Lobster Co. 48.75
Perley George 22.40
Staples Hardware 122.58
Merrill Lumber Co. 45.68
Essex Pastry 4.90





Chamber of Commerce $400.00
The Borden Co. 99.90




Total Children's Christmas Party $200.00
Total Recreational Activities Expend. $5,309.98
Fire Department:
Trucks and Equipment
American Oil Co. $538.60
H. A. Trofatter 10.25
Ross Garage Co. 284.78
Mack Motor Co. 51.46
A. Singer 11.50
Auto Electric Co. 15.07
Smith's Fire Equipment Co. 23.10
American Radio Corp. 83.84
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Western Emerg. Lite Co. 82.00
Graybar Electric Co. 199.20
Scott Pontiac Co. 115.50
F. M. Clark 5.00
Davis Electric Co. 5.01





Hampton Publishing Co. 32.50
Wings Express 2.47
Charles B. Quirk 30.00
J. A. Luft 90.07
Total Trucks and Equipment
Fire Alarm System
Graybar Electric Co. $551.23
Gamewell Co. 688.00
Total Fire Alarm System
Chief's Car
Scott Pontiac Co. $1,830.00












Total Insurance Men & Trucks $2,384.69




Roberts Shoe Store $47.79
Smith & Bennett 299.60





J. A. Luft 40.25
Total Uniforms $774.15




B. T. Janvrin 231.06
H. B. Beede 2.90
Merrill Lumber Co. 25.94
Roy Goodridge 60.60
H. A. Trofatter 61.20
James McGrady 493.00
Clew's Furniture Co. 812.08
Hampton Hardware Co. 7.26
Robert Simons 13.20
Downer Appliance Co. 243.45
Total Maintenance $2,027.83
Utilities & Supplies
C. M. Dining $676.77
Allied Gas Co. 93.30
Clews Furniture Co. 68.29
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 642.35
Exeter & Hampton Elec. Co. 376.17
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Rival Foods, Inc. 50.88
Hampton Water Co. 14.79
E. C. King 68.11
Total Utilities & Supplies 11,990.66
Total Community Bldg. Expend. 14,018.49
Salt Water Fire Protective System:
Maintenance
Exeter & Hampton Elec. Co. $68.82
Allied Gas Co. 190.70
Staples Hardware 22.40
A. Roland Bragg 60.50
Amer. Asbestos Prod. Co. 31.25
Arthur LaMontagne 34.00




Auto Electric Service 167.13






Total Salt Water Fire Prot. System 85,379.35
Advertising:
Displays
Browne & Son $20.00
J. J. Flynn 1,812.50
Judy Osgood 8.00




N. H. Lobster Co. 48.75




Exeter & Hampton Elec. Co. $286.52




Exeter Banking Co. $545.00
Rockingham National Bank 545.00
Total Notes and Interest $1,090.00
Promotional Activities:
Morris Gordon & Son $383.44
Norman Marston 20.00
E. K. Wheeler 75.00
Clarence Walker 30.00
Keezer Mfg. Co. 73.54
Exeter & Hampton Elec. Co. 57.34





C. Leary & Co. 15.50
A. J. Morse 40.50
J. J. Flynn 300.00
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Tobey & Merrill 60.70
Richard Hand 105.00
Woodbury Press 25.30
Total Promotional Activities $2,185.19
Insect Control:
Ralston Tree Service S360.00
Total Insect Control $360.00
Street Lighting:
Exeter & Hampton Elec. Co. $857.85
Total Street Lighting $857.85
Administration
:
Officers' Salaries & Expenses
E. H. Quimby $107.50
A. Roland Bragg 490.00
Alfred Gagne 250.00
J. J. Foley 250.00
Ralph Harris 250.00
Total Officers' Salaries & Exp. $1,347.50
General Expenses
Frank A. Briggs $160.00
Hampton Publishing Co. 272.37
Marion Penniman 1.00
Colt's Photo Service 15.00
The Flag Shop 100.00
Wyman & Langdell 139.00
Chamber of Commerce 188.10
Robert Walters 100.00
Total General Expenses $1,003.47
Total Administration $2,350.97
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Other Disbursements
:
Refund of Estimated Revenue
to Town of Hampton





Total Other Disbursements $2,733.66
Grand Total Expenditures $45,823.10
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Notes and Interest 1,100.00









Town of Hampton for
Playground $500.00
Ashworth Fund 200.00
Boardwalk Lighting Rebate 260.14
Insurance Refund 1.00
Sale of Souvenirs 274.30
Soda Bottle Refund 2.14





Cash on Deposit, Dec. 31, 1956 6,662.67
Totals $52,683.00
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Expenditures:
Total Expenditures $45,823.10
Cash on Deposit, Dec. 31, 1957
Bal. Fire Alarm System
Carry-over 1,905.18
Cash 4,954.72
Total Cash Bal. as of Dec. 31, 1957 $6,859.90
Totals $52,683.00














Fire Alarm System 5,000.00
Playground Equipment 3,000,00
Total Furniture and Apparatus $120,000.00
Total Precinct Property Valuation $135,650.00
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SCHOOL REPORT
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Richard D. Simons Term Expires 1958
Philip M. Toppan Term Expires 1959
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SCHOOL WARRANT FOR 1957
School District of the Town of Hampton
State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town
of Hampton, in the County of Rockingham, State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the High School
Auditorium in said Hampton on Friday, the eighth
day of March, 1957 at three o'clock in the afternoon, and
to cast ballots from that hour until at least eight o'clock
in the evening of said day for candidates for the follow-
ing district officers:
1. Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. Member of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
4. Treasurer for the ensuing year.
You are also notified to meet at the same place at
eight o'clock in the evening of the same day to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To determine the salaries of the School Board and
the salaries of other officers of the District.
2. To see if the District will vote to confirm the action
of the Building Committee and grant Harold P. and
Sadie Smith and their assigns the right to use the road-
way leading from High Street as a means of entrance
and egress to their property on the West side thereof.
(The purpose of this authorization is to carry out an
agreement made between the Building Committee and
the Smiths at the time of the purchase of the property
by the School District.)
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3. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to make application for and to accept, on
behalf of the District, any or all grants or offers for
educational purposes which may now or hereafter be
forthcoming from the State of New Hampshire and/or
United States.
4. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to lease for One Dollar ($1.00) per year
for home economics purposes the property now owned
by the Town, known as the Martel property, on Academy
Avenue, under such terms and conditions as the School
Board may determine.
5. To see if the District will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of Seven Hundred Dollars ($700.00)
for the equipping and operation of the former Martel
property on Academy Avenue for home economics pur-
poses.
6. To see if the District will vote to participate with
such other School Districts in Supervisory Union No. 21
as may also so vote in the formation of a special class
for children of intellectually retarded development and
to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand
Five Hundred Twenty-nine and 52/100 Dollars ($3,529.-
52) for the share of the expense of the Hampton School
District therein.
7. On petition of Myra R. Driscoll and twenty-eight
other legal voters of the District
:
To see if the School District will vote to discontinue
kindergarten classes in the public schools beginning with
the Fall term in 1957.
8. To see what sum of money the District will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
salaries of School District officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the District, and
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of such sums as are estimated to be received from the
state equalization fund together with other income;
the School Board to certify to the Selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenue and the appropriation,
which balance is to be raised by taxes by the Town ; the
Budget Committee recommends the sum of $412,928.28.
9. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.





School Board of the
Town of Hampton.




School Board of the
Town of Hampton.
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REPORT OF THE
ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
HELD AT THE HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
HAMPTON, N. H.
MARCH 18, 1957
The meeting was opened at 3 :00 p.m. by Moderator
William Elliot.
The following ballot clerks were sworn in: Ustina
Simons, Caroline Higgins, Helen Savage, Wilma White,
Minnie Philbrick, Joseph Green, Raymond Sturgis,
Betsy Green and Roy Gilmore.
The Warrant was read by the Moderator. The polls
were declared open. Mrs. Winslow White made the mo-
tion that the meeting be recessed until 8:00 p.m. Sec-
onded. So voted.
The Annual School Meeting re-convened at 8:00 p.m.
As the Warrant had already been read, and pub-
lished, it was not read in full at this time.
Mr. Philip Toppan moved that the polls be closed
for voting at 8:15 p.m. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE I
Mrs. Deborah Bryer moved that the salaries of the
3 School Board Members be $300.00 each per year, the
Treasurer $500.00, Auditor $100.00, Clerk $25.00 and
Moderator $25.00. Motion seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE II
Entrance to Marston School
Mr. Norman Merrill who was chairman of the Build-
ing Committee for the school, made the motion that
Article 2 be adopted as read. Seconded. So voted.
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Mr. Merrill explained that the purpose of this, article
was merely to have the agreement with Harold P. and
Sadie Smith become a part of the record.
ARTICLE III
Grants — State and Federal Funds
Mr. Richard Simons moved that Article 3 be accepted
as read. Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE IV
Martell Property
At this time the Moderator called upon Mr. Carl
M. Lougee, Chairman of the Municipal Budget Com-
mittee to explain the School Budget. (Report of Budget
Committee on record).
Article 4 was voted as amended.
Amendment : by Mr. L. Hackett— "That the Martell
property shall be used by the School District until such
time as the Cooperative High School shall be com-
pleted." Seconded. So voted.
ARTICLE V
Equipment for Martell House
Mrs. Deborah Bryer moved that Article 5 be accepted
as read. Seconded. Mr. Neal Wiggin asked if the equip-
ment in question could be utilized in the Cooperative
High School. Mrs. Bryer replied that it could. Article
5 voted as moved.
ARTICLE VI
Special Class
Mrs. Margarate Wingate inquired if money for this
article had been approved by the Budget Committee. It
had, been.
Mr. Harry Parr moved the adoption of Article 6.
Seconded. So voted.
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ARTICLE VII
Kindergarten
Mr. Philip Toppan moved that Article 7 be passed
as read.
Mr. Neal Wiggin moved that Article 7 be amended
''To vote on Article 7 by yes and no ballot and use
kindergarten program in Hampton.
Mr. Robert Kimball spoke in favor of continuing the
check list". Seconded. So voted.
Mr. Thayer Wade explained why he considered the
kindergarten an integral part of our school system.
Mr. Lawrence Hackett asked the average attendance
at kindergarten and mentioned that 3 classes of grade
pupils were at present housed in the autitorium of the
Centre School.
Mr. Neal Wiggin expressed the opinion that the class-
rooms being used for the kindergarten at present were
needed for older pupils.
Mr. John Dunfey spoke in favor of continuing the
kindergarten.
Mr. D. Malcolm Hamilton asked what Grades were
to use the basement rooms at Centre School this com-
ing year.
Dr. Edward Manning replied that it was not possible
to say at this time.
Mr. Thayer Wade said there was no reason the base-
ment rooms could not be used for any grade.
Mr. Howard Page moved the previous question.
Ballot Clerks appointed were : Martin Gunther, Har-
old Fernald Jr., William Dennett, Clifford Eastman,
Wilfred Cunningham and D. Malcolm Hamilton.
Result of vote: Yes, 90, No, 220. Total votes cast
310. Kindergarten to be continued.
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ARTICLE VIII
Budget
Mr. William Treat moved that the sum of $412,928.28
be raised and appropriated as recommended by the Bud-
get Committee. Seconded by Mr. N. Wiggin.
Mr. Frank Freeman inquired purpose of additional
physical education instructor. Dr. Manning and Mr.
John Peterson explained that it would more fully com-
plete the present program.
ARTICLE VIX
Other Business
The motion was made by Mrs. Patricia Finan "that
the School Board be instructed to hold kindergarten
classes on a two session basis, so that other grade
classes will not need to use substandard rooms, namely
basement, stage or autitorium. Seconded.
Dr. Manning said that kindergarten age children
need an afternoon nap, that 2 sessions would add to
the cost of transportation and would cause difficulty
in hiring teachers. Motion was not carried.
Mr. Bridle asked if there could be provisions made
for registration of new residents so that they could vote
at special meetings. Mrs. D. Bryer replied that the
method of registration of voters was regulated by
State Law.
The meeting adjourned at 9:55 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
HELEN W. HAYDEN
Clerk of the Hampton, N. H.
School District
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WARRANT FOR
SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
School District of the Town of Hampton
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town
of Hampton in the County of Rockingham in said State
qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hampton High
School on Friday, January 18, 1957, at eight o'clock in
the evening to act upon the following subjects:
1. To see if the School District will vote to petition
the State Board of Education to become a part of a co-
operative secondary school district of a region compris-
ing the present school districts of Hampton, Hampton
Falls, New Castle, North Hampton, Rye, and Seabrook,
or any three or more of said school districts.
2. If the preceding article is adopted, to see if the
district will elect one representative to serve on an In-
terim Committee who shall prepare a financial budget
for the proposed cooperative school district, and to in-
clude in the organization warrant an article calling for
an appropriation for the operation of the proposed co-
operative school district during the first year and such
other items of business as need to be acted upon at the
organization meeting.
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PROCEEDING OF THE
SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
HAMPTON, N. H.
HELD AT THE HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM ON
JANUARY 18, 1957
The meeting was opened at 8:00 P.M. and the War-
rant read by Moderator William I. Elliot.
The Moderator announced that the ballot clerks
would be: Helen Savage, Ustina Simons and Caroline
Higgins.
He instructed the assembly that no person may vote
whose name does not appear on the School District
Checklist.
ARTICLE I
Mr. Philip Toppan made the following motion:
"Resolved: That the School District of Hampton
petition the State Board of Education to become a
member of a secondary cooperative school district ac-
commodating Grades 9-12 which may include in addi-
tion to this district the following school districts;
namely, Hampton Falls, North Hampton, and Seabrook,
or any two of these districts."
Motion seconded.
Mr. Toppan explained that he was the member of
the Hampton School Board who met with the repre-
sentatives of other towns to discuss the matter of a
cooperative High School for this area, and read many
of the findings of the Union study committee report.
(Entire report on record)
Mr. Toppan called the attention of the assembly to
the sheets of figures which had been passed out show-
ing Projected High School Enrollments, Apportion-
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ment of Costs of Capital Outlay During- the First Five
Years, Apportionment of Construction Costs, Total
Capital payments only, Principal and Interest first
Year and Tax Needed, and Apportionment of Current
Operating Costs (based on 500 pupils @ $350.00 per
pupil.) Also Available Borrowing Power for Second-
ary Cooperative District.
Standing vote taken on Article I, Mr. Toppan's mo-




Mr. Harry Parr moved that Article II be accepted
as read. Seconded. Standing vote. Affirmative 121
;
Negative none. Motion carried.
Mr. James Tucker Sr. nominated Philip Toppan as
the Hampton Representative on the Interim Commit-
tee. Seconded.
Mr. John W. Perkins moved that the nominations be
closed. Seconded. So voted.
Mr. Edmund Langley, Jr. moved that as there was
only one nomination, the clerk be instructed to cast
one ballot for Philip Toppan. This was done.
Mr. Philip Toppan elected as Hampton's representa-
tive on the Interim Committee.
The meeting adjourned at 8:35 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
HELEN W. HAYDEN
Clerk of the Hampton, N. H.
School District
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SCHOOL WARRANT for 1958
School District of the Town of Hampton
State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town
of Hampton, in the County of Rockingham, State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the High School
Auditorium in said Hampton, on Thursday, the Sixth
day of March 1958, at TEN O'clock in the forenoon, and
to cast ballots from that hour until at least EIGHT
O'clock in the evening of said day for candidates for the
following district officers
:
1. Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. Member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
4. Treasurer for the ensuing year.
You are also notified to meet at the same place at
Eight o'clock in the evening of the same day to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To hear the reports of Committees.
2. To determine the salaries of the School Board and
the salaries of other officers of the District.
3. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to make application for and to accept, on
behalf of the District, any or all grants or offers for edu-
cational purposes which may now or hereafter be forth-
coming from the State of New Hampshire and/or United
States.
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4. To see if the District will vote to adopt as the
check list for school meetings the check list of the Town
of Hampton in accordance with the provisions of Chap-
ter 57 of the Session Laws of 1957.
5. To see if the District will vote to change the name
of Hampton High School and Academy to Hampton
Junior High School to be effective July 1, 1958.
6. To see if the District will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of Three Thousand One Hundred Two
Dollars ($3,102.00) for the purpose of purchasing a cer-
tain tract of adjoining land of the Hampton High School
and Academy and for the purpose of clearing, plowing,
grading and seeding the same, this sum to be added to
One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-Eight Dollars ($1,-
998.00) now on hand for this purpose.
7. To see if the District will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of Two Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty-
Nine Dollars and Ten Cents ($2,829.10) for the purpose
of making equitable additional payments to property
owners who have formerly sold to the Hampton School
District parcels of land adjoining the land of the Hamp-
ton High School and Academy.
8. To see if the District will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00) for
the purpose of publishing the annual school report either
as a part of the Town Report or as a separate document.
9. To see what sum of money the District will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the sal-
aries of School District Officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District, and to
authorize the application against said appropriation of
such sums as are estimated to be received from the state
equalization fund together with other income ; the School
Board to certify to the Selectmen the balance between
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the estimated revenue and the appropriation, which bal-
ance is to be raised by taxes by the Town; the Budget
Committee recommends the sum of $372,168.18.
10. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
iGiven under our hands and seals at said Hampton
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SCHOOL BUDGET — 1957-1958








Superintendent's Salary (local share) 2,353.73
Tax for statewide supervision 1,748.00
Salaries of other administrative personnel 4,636.28
Supplies and expenses 5,911.49
Teachers' and principals' salaries 225,550.00
Books and other instructional aids 7,628.37
Scholars' supplies 7,750.00
Salaries of clerical assistants 3,200.00
Supplies and other expenses 1,750.00
Salaries of custodians 16,700.00
Fuel and heat 6,900.00
Water, light, supplies and expenses 6,454.12




Special activities and special funds 3,360.00
School lunch and special milk 3,460.00
Retirement 15,785.87
Insurance, treas. bonds and expenses 3,052.00
Lands and buildings 6,625.00
Additions and improvements 1,571.00
New equipment 5,044.42
Principal of debt 47,000.00
Interest on debt 14,293.00
Total Gross Budget $412,928.28





Elementary school tuition 4,012.00
High school tuition 36,733.00
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SUPERINTENDENT AND HELPING TEACHER
SALARY SHARE
The following figures show the State's Share of Super-
intendent's and Helping Teacher's salaries and the pro-
portionate share paid by each school district in Super-
visory Union No. 21.
Superintendent Helpping Teacher
State's Share $2,500.00 $2,500.00
Hampton 2,353.73 1,008.11
Hampton Falls 267.85 114.72
New Castle 242.27 103.77
North Hampton 666.60 285.51
Rye 1,114.30 477.26
Seabrook 746.90 319.90
South Hampton 108.35 46.41
$8,000.00 $4,855.68
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COOPERATIVE SECONDARY SCHOOL DISTRICT














Amount per dollar paid by each
school district, based on Valua-
tion and Membership, and aver-
















$54,254,237 355.2 1 .0000 1 .0000 1 .00000
Estimated Expenditures
Estimated Receipts












$190,730.53 $ 90,060.00 $280,790.53
































1.00000 $205,091.73 1.0000 $127,560.00 $332,651.73






























TOTALS 1.00000 $ 14,361.20 1 .0000 $ 37,500.00 $ 51,861.20






























TOTALS 1.00000 $190,730.53 1.0000 $ 90,060.00 $280,790.53
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HAMPTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Financial Statement July 1, 1956 to June 30, 1957
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in
this report was taken from official records and is com-
plete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 24 of
Chapter 71 of the Revised Statutes annotated, and upon






School BoardJuly 26, 1957
RECEIPTS
Building Fund
Cash on hand July 1, 1956, Gen. Fund
Nat. School Lunch & Spec. Milk $4,247.26
Public Law 874 23,179.84
Public Law 815 7,950.00
Total Federal Aid









Total Local Taxation $249,895.39
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Elementary School Tuitions $4,530.20
Secondary School Tuitions 24,980.60
Notes or Bonds 110,000.00
Other 5,342.32
Total Other Sources $144,853.12
Grand Total Net Receipts $704,543.53
Explanation of Difference Between Net (actual)
Expenditures and Gross Transactions
RECEIPTS:
Total Net Income Plus Cash on hand,
July 1, 1956 $704,543.53
Receipts from Refunds & "In and Out"
Transactions 8,507.87
TOTAL GROSS INCOME $713,051.40
PAYMENTS
:
Total Net Payments Plus Cash on
hand June 30, 1957 $704,543.53
Payments Refunded or Returned 8,507.87




Salaries of District Officers $1,500.00
Superintendent's Salary (local share) 2,806.17
Tax for State Wide Supervision 1,440.00
Salaries of Other Admin. Personnel 3,901.53




Books and Other Instructional Aids 4,202.67
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Scholars Supplies 5,421.24
Salaries of Clerical Assistants 2,400.00
Supplies and Other Expenses 2,232.10
Operation of School Plant :
Salaries of Custodians 12,149.29
Fuel or Heat 9,343.55
Water, Light, Supplies and Expenses 7,127.03
Maintenance of School Plant :





Special Activities and Special Funds 1,954.76
School Lunch (Fed. & Dist. Funds only) 4,715.19
Fixed Charges :
Retirement 12,314.21
Insurance, Treas. Bonds and Expenses 2,927.45
Capital Outlay :
Land and New Buildings 309,306.01
Additions and Improvements to Buildings 3,980.28
New Equipment 13,048.59
Debt and Interest :
Principal of Debt 32,000.00
Interest on Debt 13,477.50
Total Net Payments For All Purposes $641,311.88
Cash on hand at end of year June 30, 1957
General Fund 25,027.53
Capital Outlay Fund (from Capital
Outlay Summary) 38,204.12
Grand Total Net Payments $704,543.53
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BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1957



















Notes and Bonds Outstanding 573,000.00
Amounts Reserved for Special Purposes
:
Purchase of Land Adjacent to High School 3,000.00
Resurfacing and Enlarging Parking Area 520.53
Add. Toilets at Centre School & High School 401.34
Total Liabilities $615,125.99
Grand Total $615,125.99
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ANNUAL REPORT OF DISTRICT TREASURER
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF HAMPTON
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1957




Rec'd. Directly from Fed. Agts. 23,179.84
Rec'd. from Tuition 29,510.80
Rec'd. from Sale of Notes & Bonds 52,000.00
Rec'd. from all other Sources 9,194.72
Total Receipts $374,628.01
Total Amount Available Fiscal Year
(Balance and Receipts) 404,213.55
Less School Board Orders Paid 379,186.02





This is to Certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records of
the treasurer of the School District of Hampton of which
the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending
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ANNUAL REPORT OF DISTRICT TREASURER
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF HAMPTON
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1957
MARSTON SCHOOL BUILDING FUND
Cash on hand July 1, 1956 $238,232.38
Rec'd. Directly from Fed. Agencies 7,950.00
Rec'd. from Sale of Notes & Bonds 58,000.00
Rec'd. from Interest & Premiums on Bonds 4,655.47
Total Receipts $70,605.47
Total Amount Available Fiscal Year
(Balance and Receipts) $308,837.85
Less School Board Orders Paid 270,633.73





This is to Certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records of
the treasurer of the School District of Hampton of which
the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS
To the School Committee and Citizens
of the Hampton School District
:
It is a pleasure to submit my second annual report
as Superintendent of Schools. The past year has been
an active one; the rapid growth of this Seacoast region
has compelled us all to extraordinary efforts to meet
the needs of our growing school population. Further-
more, we have tried not only to provide for the mini-
mum necessities, but also to make improvements in the
quality of our staff and in our educational programs.
The Seacoast area presently exhibits one predomi-
nent characteristic — growth. It has grown in popu-
lation and in wealth. Present indications are that this
trend will continue. Concomitant with growth in com-
munities one expects to find increased needs for public
services and, inevitably, increasing costs for such ser-
vices.
The School Districts of this Supervisory Union have,
in the main, been forced to construct new schools to
house their growing enrollments. For the moment, we
are over the hump as regards this problem. We can be
proud of our excellent new buildings which represent
distinct improvements in community investment. Un-
less present trends towards growth are reversed, how-
ever, we shall have only a brief breathing space. With-
in two to three years additional facilities will again be
needed in many of the districts.
Federal Aid for school construction under Public
Law 815 has been of material assistance to most of our
districts. Federal Aid for the operation of schools under
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Public Law 874 is also a major factor in defraying
costs and in holding down the amounts of money to be
raised by local taxation. In the Union as a whole our
estimated income from Public Law 874 amounts ap-
proximately to $100,000.00 for the coming school year.
There was a serious effort made in the last session
of Congress to eliminate both of these Bills. Should a
similar effort succeed during the present session, we
would suffer a major blow in nearly every school
district. We have estimated full receipts under the
existing statute but this expires June 30, 1958. If by
March we know that this legislation has been extended
it will be necessary to ask for an appropriation larger
than that now presented in our budget. It behooves
every citizen to make known to our representatives in
the Congress that we need to have maintained the sys-
tem of payment by the Federal Government for pupils
coming into our community as a direct result of Feder-
al activities.
The New Hampshire Legislature in the last session
enacted legislation which helps in meeting the cost of
debt service. Single school districts formerly received
state funds to the amount of 20% of the principal of
debt incurred for capital investments. The state's share
has now been increased to 30% for such districts and
to 50% for those districts which join to form twelve-
year cooperative school districts. State Aid for the
operation of schools was also increased but only two
of the Districts in this Union have valuations low
enough to qualify for this form of assistance.
To staff our schools for the year beginning in Sep-
tember 1957 it was necessary to engage 52 new teach-
ers, a larger number than any Supervisory Union in
the state, including the cities, had to hire. To start with,
we needed 20 additional teachers; next, we found it
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necessary to discontinue the services of 10 faculty-
members, the balance represented turnover because of
personal circumstances. 10 of these teachers were lost
because we could not offer adequate salaries; they ac-
cepted other positions at an average increase of ap-
proximately $600.00.
We began the school year in September 1956 with an
instructional staff of 101 full-time persons. In Sep-
tember 1957 this had risen to 119. In September 1958
we will need at least 139 faculty members. Except for
a few of our New Hampshire cities this will make our
Union the largest educational organization in the state.
The following tabulation shows some interesting re-
lationship :
No. of Full-time Fall No. of
Towns Teach. Staff Enrol. Schools
1954 _ 55
Union No. 21 7 78 1,860 11
Hanover 4 75 1^617 11
Hudson 5 82 2,194 15
Lebanon 3 75 1,911 11
Peterborough 6 71 1,507 9
Salem 5 72 2,048 14
1955 — 56
Union No. 21 7 78 1,860 11
Hanover 4 11
Hudson 5 82 2,194 15
Lebanon 3 11
Peterborough 6 71 1,507 9
Salem 5 72 2,048 14
1956 — 57
Union No. 21 7 101 2,362 11
Hanover 4 80 1,731 11
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No. of Full-time Fall No. of
Towns Teach. Staff Enrol. Schools
Hudson 5 100 2,411 16
Lebanon 3 82 2,061 10
Peterborough 6 78 1,589 8
Salem 5 88 2,308 14
1957 _ 58
Union No. 21 8 119 2,510 10
Hanover 4 87 1,771 11
Hudson 5 104 2,547 16
Lebanon 3 87 2,137 10
Peterborough 6 81 1,648 6
Salem 5 91 2,486 15
ANTICIPATED FOR 1958 — 1959
Union No. 21 8 139 3,000 11
The growth of our Union has created a growing
problem in handling the administrative and super-
visory duties of the Superintendency. Despite our
overall growth in school personnel the Superintendent's
staff has been increased only by the addition of a half-
time clerk. The following tabulation shows the staff
that has been provided
:
Year Supt. Help Teach. E:sec. Asst. Sec.
1954 -- 1955 1 1 1 1
1955 -- 1956 1 1 1 1V2
1956 -- 1957 1 1 1 Vk
1957 -- 1958 1 1 1 2
The provision of three full-time persons on the
secretarial and clerical staff has solved our problems
at that level. The Helping Teacher and the Superin-
tendent, however, cannot reasonably meet the needs in
supervision and in administration under the present
load. With the addition of the Cooperative secondary
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School District to the Union there are now eight school
committees with twenty-six members.
The Supervisory Union School Committee is cogni-
zant of the problem and is studying ways of alleviating
it. Either the provision of an assistant superintendent
or reorganization of the Union administrative struc-
ture is needed. No solution has been found at this time
which will permit any change in conditions for the
coming year beginning July 1, 1958.
We shall again need to hire a large number of teach-
ers. There will be at least 18 additional teachers
needed. Some turnover is inevitable. Conservatively
estimated, our minimum needs will fall between 30 and
40 new teachers. In order to attract suitable teachers
we must offer salaries as good or better than those
which will be offered in northern New England.
Last year our minimum salaries of $3000.00 in all of
our districts but Seabrook and Rye made it nearly im-
possible to hire beginning teachers. We could hire none
from Plymouth Teacher's College because the students
flatly refused to consider any salary below $3200.00.
In some of our districts we had an advantage in hiring
experienced teachers because our salary schedules of-
fered a greater range than that found in some other
New Hampshire communities.
This year is a critical one with regard to salaries. The
School Committees have recognized this by raising
minimum salaries. The new minimums range from
$3,200.00 to $3,400.00 in the elementary districts. In
raising a minimum it is only equitable to increase the
salaries of older teachers by the amount of increase.
This is not only equitable but is a matter of necessity this
year because other communities in New Hampshire
are doing so. We would lose our advantage in hiring
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experienced teachers if we did not give our teachers
now on the staff the benefit of the increase in the mini-
mum.
It must be recognized that a $3400.00 minimum will,
at best, put us on a basis equal to, but not ahead of
many New Hampshire communities and those in bord-
ering states with which we have to compete for teach-
ers. Minimums of |3400.00 will be common, some are
already set at $3500.00 and $3600.00. An explanation
of this problem should help you as voters of the Dis-
trict to realize the reasons which compelled your School
Committee to ask for larger budgets in order to raise
salaries.
The situation with regard to teacher's salaries will
not change in succeeding years. The problem is one of
simple economics. Teaching, which has always been an
under paid profession, does not look attractive to young
men and women when they know of earnings in other
occupations. No adequate plans for forestalling the ob-
vious shortage of teachers were undertaken at state
and national levels following World War II. As our
school populations have grown teachers have remained
in short supply. Salaries, therefore, have risen and will
continue to rise until the supply of teachers is markedly
increased.
Many statistics are published to prove the relatively
low earning power of teachers. One statistic is enough
to cite, as far as I am concerned. The state wage rate
for building laborers, who need no education or ex-
perience, is $2.50 per hour at present, or $100.00 per
week without overtime. Much is often made of the fact
that the teacher's work year is only 10 months. This
is not a significant argument; those teachers who are
able and willing to work in the summer can earn, on
the average, only $500.00 to $600.00 for the season.
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To do so, in many instances, they must work at jobs
which contribute nothing to their improvements as
teachers.
I have devoted space to the foregoing considerations
because of their critical importance at the present time.
These matters are of common interest to the citizens of
all of the School Districts of the Union. They apply
with equal force in every District. The efficient func-
tioning of our schools and the effective conduct of
education in our classrooms is the matter at issue.
Before turning to matters concerning individual dis-
tricts there is one educational program which again
concerns all. This is the class for intellectually retarded
pupils established last fall at the North Hampton
Elementary School. We were fortunate in securing the
services of an experienced teacher. The class has
proved to be successful not only in our opinion, but in
that of many impartial observers who have visited the
class. We are indebted to the State Committee on Social
Education and to the Trustees of the Spaulding Fund
for technical advice and financial assistance in the
preliminary work done during the past year which en-
abled us to make a sound selection of pupils.
As was indicated in my report last year there is a
clear need for two such classes in our Union. With a
second class in operation, it seems probable that we can
provide for pupils who have special instruction without
adding a third class for some time. North Hampton can
furnish a classroom for another year; Hampton can
provide the second classroom in what was its High
School building. At the annual budget meeting in De-
cember 1957 the Union School Committee voted to
recommend to all Districts that sufficient funds be in-
cluded in their budgets to provide for two classes.
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Instruction in the Hampton Schools has been main-
tained at a high plane. There were many changes in the
faculty and several additional teachers had to be hired to
meet swelling enrollments. We were able to engage a
number of experienced teachers as replacements and to
secure beginning teachers of high quality. The strength
of the teaching staff has been greatly increased during
the current year.
Our industrial arts program has shown a marked im-
provement this year. Mr. Eugene Ross, the new instruc-
tor, has reorganized both materials and methods so as
to improve the quality of instruction.
The addition of another Physical Education teacher at
the high school level has permitted a more adequate pro-
gram of Physical Education in all grades. Mr. Robert
Dodge, an experienced instructor, has done an excellent
job with the high school boys. Mr. John Peterson, in
addition to organizing the work done by all three physical
education teachers, has been able this year to give time
and attention to broadening and intensifying the pro-
gram in the elementary grades. Mrs. Blatchford has been
able to give more time to those pupils she instructs.
Among the advantages Hampton will receive from the
establishment of the new Cooperative High School Dis-
trict will be more adequate services in music, art,
physical education and nursing. Our schools have been
growing so fast that for the past three years there has
been a gradual alternation of services in these fields.
Were the high school to have remained in this school
district it would have been necessary in the coming year
to plan for additional personnel to meet instructional
needs in these fields. The situation had become impossible
to handle in physical education even this year. Diminish-
ing returns would have set in shortly in Music and Art.
The School Nurse is now overextended. The advent of
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the Cooperative will permit our personnel presently em-
ployed to conduct a thorough and satisfactory program
next year in our eight grades.
The availability of the High School building for grades
seven and eight next September will allow us barely
enough classrooms for our eight grades. Considering only
those pupils now enrolled 179 seventh and eighth grade
children will move into the Hampton Academy building.
Within three years we shall have over 225 pupils in
that building which was originally designed to accom-
modate approximately that number. If present growth
trends continue the District must plan to add a wing
to this building within four or five years. An addition
to the Marston School will also be needed.
The movement of large grade enrollments from the
lower to upper grades will require the addition of eight
teachers next year. With this number of teachers we
can still plan to hold class sizes only within a 25-30 pupil
range. If a large influx of additional pupils occurs, as is
indicated by new registrations since Christmas, we will
do well to keep under 30 per class.
The School Committee, being aware of the additional
cost to be borne by Hampton taxpayers for the con-
struction and operation of the Cooperative High School,
has not asked for funds which will allow for a large
addition to the student body. Should this occur it might
even be necessary to ask for a special appropriation,
although every effort will be made to operate with the
budget that is to be submitted to the District.
Increased cafeteria services will obviously be needed.
The High School pupils have not used cafeteria services
;
only 20-25 pupils eat lunches prepared in the schools. The
170 seventh and eighth grade pupils, however, have been
accustomed to using cafeteria service; it is estimated
that 125, at least, will eat every day. Space, equipment
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and personnel must be provided to feed these pupils in
the high school building. A plan to do this on as econom-
ical a basis as possible has been developed and necessary
funds are included in the budget. Food will be prepared
at the Centre School but a serving kitchen must be pro-
vided in the high school building.
Reorganization of many features of the school pro-
grams, custodial services, and clerical services will be
possible when the seventh and eighth grades are in their
new quarters. The departmentalized instructional pro-
gram can be improved because these pupils will be more
conveniently grouped than they could be next year at
the Centre School. The use of the auditorium will allow
extended activities in physical education, music, dra-
matic and assembly programs.
The central office for the schools will be in this build-
ing. Mr. Thayer Wade, the Principal who has been on
partial leave this year so that he could pursue a doctoral
program at Harvard, will be able to supervise all three
schools most effectively. The telephone system will be
changed so that calls will go through the central office
for all schools. This will eliminate the present unsatis-
factory condition which requires Mrs. Stevens, the
Assistant Principal of the Marston School, to leave her
class to answer calls.
Clerical services have been, up to now, adequately pro-
vided for the High School but inadequately provided in
the elementary schools. The one clerk at the Centre
School cannot assist in work needed at the Marston
School as much as is desirable. The School Nurse has had
far too much clerical work to do in her own program.
Beginning next year it is planned to have two clerical
workers in the central office. The flow of work for all
three buildings can be handled smoothly with this ar-
rangement, and, when necessary one clerk can go into
the other two schools to help the Assistant Principals.
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It is planned to employ four custodians rather than
five. The reduction in night work required at the high
school and the increased administrative efficiency pos-
sible under one principal working from a central office
will permit effective use of a smaller group of janitors.
The purchase of a suitable lawn mower will also help
to save janitorial time.
Many improvements to grounds and building have
been made. The completion of the landscaping at the
Marston School has given the District one of New
Hampshire's most attractive school buildings. The
generosity of the Hampton Academy Trustees in donat-
ing almost $2,500.00 to the cost of grading and seeding
the large area near the high school building has given us
a fine field for use by the junior high school pupils. The
field behind the Centre School has also been regraded
and reseeded. The School Committee has made many
interior improvements and repairs in the two older
buildings, some of which have long been neglected.
The Trustees of Hampton Academy should be given
recognition for the many valuable contributions they
have made in the form of improvements to the Academy
building and in gifts of equipment. Besides the construc-
tion of the new field already mentioned, they paid for
major alterations to the locker rooms of the school a few
years ago. They have annually paid for replacement of
typewriters and other equipment in the Commercial
Department; they have provided equipment for the
Home Economics and Shop programs for many years;
they have paid for encyclopedias and other reference
books. In the current year alone they have contributed
well over $1,000.00 for the purchase of equipment. Ac-
curate records of the items they have contributed to
the school over a period of years have not been kept ; the
value of their contributions amounts to many thousands
of dollars. It is proper to say that the high school pro-
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gram in Hampton could not have been kept at a satis-
factory level without their contributions unless much
more money had been appropriated by the tax-payers.
An improvement in teachers' salaries has been pro-
vided for in the school budget. The School Committee
made exhaustive investigation of the need for increasing
the minimum salary. A minimum of $3,400.00 has been
established which although it represents $400.00 in-
crease in the Hampton minimum puts us only on a par
with other school districts with which we have to
compete for teachers. In fact, it leaves us behind some
nearby districts such as Portsmouth which has set a
new minimum of $3,500.00 and Amesbury, Massachu-
setts with a new minimum of $3,800.00. Exeter will offer
$3,600.00 to married men and $3,400.00 to other be-
ginners. The School Committee recognized that if we are
to hold our teachers the benefit of the increase in the
minimum must also be given to those now on the staff.
Because of the competition we must meet in securing
teachers from the limited supply available this is a
critical year for Hampton with respect to salaries. To
fail to adopt the recommended schedule could well cause
us to begin sliding downward toward a second-class
school system.
I have been fortunate during the year to have intel-
ligent assistance and loyal support from many of my
colleagues and fellow-workers. My obligations to teachers
and other staff members are too numerous to list them
here. For their help I am deeply appreciative.
May I also express my appreciation to the members
of the School Committee and to other citizens of the
District for their understanding of school problems and
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HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
January 2, 1958
To Dr. Edward C. Manning
Superintendent of Schools:
I herewith submit my annual report as Principal of
Hampton Academy and High School. This will be the
last report submitted under the present administration
and marks the end of an era in secondary education in
Hampton.
I believe Hampton Academy and High School has
served the community well. It has met the educational
needs of the youth in this area in an edequate manner.
Our graduates have gone out to take positions or have
continued their education in many post-secondary insti-
tutions.
Last year we graduated a class of fifty-two. Eleven
entered four year colleges, two junior colleges, two
nursing schools and two are in the armed services. Of
the remainder twelve are employed and three are mar-
ried.
In a recent study made of the last five years gradu-
ates, we found that over fifty per cent of those taking
college preparatory courses entered colleges. Also that
over fifty per cent of the total class went on to continue
their education in many post-secondary schools. While
our state colleges get the bulk of those that go on we
found thirteen colleges outside New Hampshire that had
received at least one student.
Many of our graduates find employment in the area
we serve. We are seldom able to fill all the positions that
exist especially in the spring of the year.
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I cite these things as evidence that we are preparing
the youth of the community to take their place as
citizens. The boys of course have to fulfill their service
obligation, but in most instances they return to this
general area.
The plans and alterations we made in preparation for
the increased enrollment this year have worked out well.
We have had close to 290 pupils most of the time, which
represents an increase for about forty. The entering
class numbered 107 which is the largest so far.
The Home making class now meets in a separate
building. The teacher and girls have adapted themselves
well to the temporary situation. The room they left has
been converted into a home room and biology labora-
tory and thus increased the total capacity. Classes meet
in the library, the teachers room and on the stage. Our
new guidance department functions in the visiting
team's room. All these things are accepted without com-
plaint and a wholesome situation has resulted.
Again we wish to thank the many organizations and
friends that have done things to help the school. The
trustees, the service clubs, the P. T. A., the alumni asso-
ciation, church organizations, several town departments
and many individuals. Their generous acts have in-
creased the activities that we have been able to have.
I want to express my appreciation to you, your staff
and the school board for the constant cooperative spirit
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REPORT OF ELEMENTARY AND
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
To: Dr. Edward C. Manning,
Superintendent of Schools
:
I herewith submit my annual report for the Hampton
Elementary Schools and the Junior High School.
Many changes have taken place this year that have re-
sulted in broader educational opportunity for all the
pupils.
The first instance was moving eleven grades to the
new Marston School at the end of January 1957. This was
accomplished in one day with the help of the school
staff and the Hampton P.T.A. The overcrowded condi-
tions we had experienced were alleviated and a better
instructional program resulted.
Two libraries were organized, one at each school, to
assist the pupils in reading enrichment as well as in-
creased reference facilities. The material available at
these libraries is at a minimum amount, and should be
increased annually.
Because of the extremely heavy pupil teacher ratio
in grade 1, it was necessary to employ an additional
teacher for the rest of the year.
The instructional phase of the program that had pre-
viously been cramped by overcrowding was again in-
creased for its full value. Physical education proceeded
at a desirable rate, climaxed by a Junior High inter-
scholastic track meet in the spring. A better Art pro-
gram, using space assigned specifically for Art, resulted
in better offerings in pottery, enameling and other skill
areas. The Music program improved and both elementary
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schools put on a program for the public in the late spring.
Everyone is pleased with the school band and with the
progress they have made.
We have been proud of our athletics in the Junior
High. In both basketball, baseball and softball our
teams have either been champions or finished high in
the league. This fall touch football was organized under
the direction of Mr. Peterson and a great amount of in-
terest was generated. The team finished first in the
league.
Many repairs, consisting of painting and remodeling,
have been made at the Centre School. This has improved
the building and helped to keep it up to date. It will be
necessary however, to plan on painting about the equiva-
lent of four rooms each year to keep the building in good
condition.
Lawns and shrubbery were completed at the Marston
School this fall.
The Junior High program was reorganized to an ex-
tent this year to eliminate some weaknesses we pre-
viously had. This has proven successful. However, I feel
that when the Junior High moves to the present High
School building, more revision should take place. Work
in this area is already under way and plans are being
formulated for the time when the building is available.
A Junior High program of studies was developed
during the spring and summer. This was printed and
made available to the pupils and parents of the Junior
High to help them develop a better understanding of
what we were endeavoring to accomplish.
The enrollment in September 1956 was 774. Continuing
the extraordinary increase in pupil attendance, this Sep-
tember's figure rose to 870. It should be noted that be-
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cause of transfer or similar reasons, we lost a large num-
ber of pupils during the summer. If this had not hap-
pened, our enrollment would have been well over 900.
Because of the increase, it was necessary to hire seven
additional teachers for the year 1957-1958. The distribu-
tion of these is as follows: Kindergarten, grades 1
through 5, one additional teacher each; Junior High 1,
or a total of seven. In addition to this, it was necessary
to have a physical education instructor to assist at the
Junior High. This was worked out in conjunction with
the High School.
Altogether, eighteen new teachers became members
of our staff this year. They were assigned as follows:
Kindergarten, Mrs. Gallagher, Miss Christensen, Miss
Montrone; Grade 1, Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Rockey; Grade 2,
Miss Cyr, Mrs. Carpenter; Grade 3, Miss Ludgate, Miss
Cougle; Grade 4, Miss Somerby, Mrs. Barrett; Grade 5,
Mrs. Cheadle, Miss Whitcomb ; Junior High, Mrs. Bow-
man, Miss Griffin and Mr. Preston. Mrs. Beilman was
hired for Art and Mr. Dodge for Junior High Physical
Education.
The teacher assignments for each school is as follows
:
Centre School: Kindergarten, Miss Christensen, Mrs.
Gallagher, Miss Montrone, Miss Snow; Grade 1, Miss
Bean, Mrs. Rockey ; Grade 2, Miss Cyr, Mrs. Carpenter
;
Grade 3, Miss Ludgate, Miss Cougle ; Grade 4, Mrs. Bar-
rett, Mrs. Cusick ; Grade 5, Mrs. Lloyd, Miss Whitcomb
Grade 6, Mrs. Marcotte.
Junior High School : Mrs. Bowman, Mr. Eastman, Miss
Griffin, Mr. McClain and Mr. Preston.
Marston School: Grade 1, Mrs. Berry, Mrs. Ross;
Grade 2, Mrs. McClain, Miss Millett ; Grade 3, Mrs. Cum-
mings, Mrs. Fernald ; Grade 4, Mrs. Crane, Miss Somer-
by; Grade 5, Mr. Barr, Mrs. Cheadle; Grade 6, Mrs.
Stevens, Miss Williams.
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The special teachers were assigned as follows: Art,
Mrs. Beilman ; Music, Mrs. Coombs, Mr. Coombs ; Physi-
cal Education, Mr. Peterson, Mr. Dodge, Mrs. Blatch-
ford ; Remedial Reading, Miss Thomas.
Other members of the staff include Secretary, Mrs.
Peterson ; Nurse, Mrs. McRae ; Custodians, Mr. Barnaby,
Mr. Brown, Mr. Fogg, Mr. Drysdale ; Cooks, Mrs. Moore,
head cook, Mrs. Osgood, Mrs. Leach.
As you have probably noted, there are four teachers
for each grade in the elementary schools with the excep-
tion of Grade 6 in which there are three. Because several
of the grades are presently overcrowded, and an increase
can justifiably be expected next fall although not quite
as great as this year, it will be necessary to plan for
four additional teachers, one each in Grades 1, 2, and 3
and one for Grade 6.
The Junior High assignments will have to be com-
pletely reorganized. In addition to the five teachers
presently assigned, it will be necessary to add two addi-
tional home room teachers and a Home Economics and
Shop teacher, or a total of four new positions. The rea-
son for this is twofold. First, the enrollment requires
another split of classes in both 7th and 8th grade, and
secondly, we cannot depend on the High School to supply
us with Shop and Home Economics instruction.
When these additional teachers start in September
1958, all available space will be used at all three schools.
This is something to contemplate for future reference.
I was fortunate to have been chosen to attend Har-
vard this year for my Doctor's degree in Administration.
I would like to express my gratitude to you and the
School Board for granting me a partial leave of absence,
especially the Assistant Principals, Mrs. Stevens and
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Miss Whitcomb, and my secretary, Mrs. Peterson, for
the faithful service and cooperation they have given me
under these circumstances.
Hampton has been in the past and will continue to be
proud of their educational program, We are constantly
surveying, reorganizing, studying and seeking changes
to improve the total education each pupil will receive.
I have continued to receive pleasure and satisfaction
from serving this community. I shall strive to make my
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REPORT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION DIRECTOR
To Dr. Edward C. Manning,
Superintendent of Schools:
In grades one through six we have attempted to pre-
sent a program that is varied and suitable for all chil-
dren. In addition to the usual activities, there has been
more emphasis on self-testing activities such as tumbling
and learning how to jump for height and distance in the
primary grades. Progression has been used in rope
skipping and practically all of the children have learned
the rhythm of rope skipping.
A Track and Field Day was held last spring with
Hampton Junior High host to North Hampton Junior
High.
The project of developing two teacher stations in the
Centre School activities room has been completed and
put to use. In conjunction with this project, four addi-
tional basketball goals were built and installed, and a
hazard was removed in screening the lower half of the
windows.
In the Junior High School, the program consists of
team games such as soccer, touch football, softball and
basketball. Tumbling, stunts and relays are also included
in the program. Calisthenics and self-testing activities
are given throughout the year.
Due to the lack of grassed play area at the High
School, out of door team games have been substituted to
a great extent with modified team games, self-testing
activities such as calisthenics, rope climbing and per-
forming on the horizontal bars. Relays, marching tac-
tics, combatives such as wrestling, crab soccer, and
tumbling make up the program in the gymnasium during
the winter months.
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A Health and Safety course has been started for the
freshmen in addition to their two weekly physical educa-
tion classes.
I would like to recommend the following improvements
for future consideration
:
The outdoor basketball courts at the present High
School can, with slight additions, be used to teach tennis
and other net games.
The locker room should be painted and a sturdy plastic
curtain placed on the shower entrance so that all shower
heads may be used.
Because of the varied use of the present High School
Gym by school and community, the present bleachers
should be replaced with three rows of folding bleachers
on each side. This would increase the present seating
capacity when used as an auditorium and these folding
bleachers would be quite enough for school assemblies
and would not necessitate the use of folding chairs. If
room under the present stage could be found for one
half of the present chairs, a severe storage problem
would be solved.
ATHLETICS
The 1956-57 basketball squad entered state tourna-
ment play with a record of 11 won and 7 lost. The spring
sports season resulted in the baseball team posting a 6
and 8 season. The track squad engaged in 8 meets plac-
ing third in the league meet and eighth in the state
meet. The football team was inexperienced and, with a
change in coaching personnel, finished the season having
won 1, lost 5 and tied 1. The majority of the squad re-
turns next year. The first formal cross country team en-
gaged in 6 meets, winning 2. A freshman placed fourth
in the state meet. The present basketball team is un-
defeated as this report is being written.
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ATHLETIC COUNCIL























Balance November 30, 1957 $1,363.38
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN G. PETERSON,
Director of Physical Education.
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REPORT OF GIRLS' PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
To Dr. Edward C. Manning,
Superintendent of Schools
:
The Girls' Physical Education Program at the High
School this year has had an addition to the curriculum.
A course in Health is being taught to all the Freshmen
this year. At present the class meets every other week,
but in the future the class will be scheduled more often.
Last spring the High School girls played an eight
game schedule in Interscholastic Softball. The Junior
High girls under the direction of Mrs. Lloyd played a
six game schedule.
This fall the High School activities consisted of calis-
thenics, marching drills, volleyball, and indoor softball.
The girls played a four game interscholastic schedule
of Field Hockey winning 2 games and losing 2 games.
This winter semester the High School basketball team
will play eleven games on the schedule. The classes are
working on basketball drills and skills. On December 14
the Buccanettes attended a Rules Interpretation Clinic
at Portsmouth and were asked to demonstrate various
situations of the games.
This Spring the program will be classes in stunts and
tumbling, badminton, indoor softball and volleyball. A
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REPORT OF MUSIC SUPERVISOR
To Dr. Edward C. Manning,
Superintendent of Schools:
Following is a report of activities in school music
during 1957:
An outstandingly cooperative and capable teaching
force in the elementary grades gave our pupils an ex-
cellent foundation in music study for the school year
ending in June 1957. The accomplishment of the pupils
was very gratifying.
Beginning in September, it was necessary to limit
visits to the elementary classes to once in two weeks.
After four months of this program, I feel it is unsatis-
factory. None of the regular activities have been omitted,
but all have necessarily been limited.
High School classes are held once a week, and since
there are five groups, I am at the High School one period
a day. Last spring Dennis Dionne, Roger Hammond and
George Sumner attended both State and New England
Festivals at Durham, New Hampshire and Plainville,
Connecticut, respectively.
The High School Choir had an active year singing, as
usual, for local groups. The Choir was made up of a
group of capable singers with good voices. Their loss
has caused us to stagger, but we are gradually regain-
ing our footing.
The instrumental program under Mr. Rolvin Coombs
has been making strides forward. The Junior Band pre-
sented two concerts — one for the P.T.A., and one at
the High School Auditorium, in which the Senior Band
also played. The Junior Band also played for the eighth
grade graduation and on the band stand at the beach
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during May. This program was televised. They also
auditioned at the State Auditions Festival at Rochester.
Chaperoned by a group of parents, 56 pupils from grades
2 through 8 made a fine showing. Comments by the
judges were all exceedingly complimentary. Both Bands
marched and played Memorial Day.
At a Christmas program given by several of the ele-
mentary classes, an orchestra of young players per-
formed in excellent manner. Groups of pupils have
played Christmas carols in the town square.
The Senior Band is being replenished by pupils of
outstanding ability in the upper grades.
A Music Boosters Club has been formed by some of
the parents of instrumental students. At present this
Club is planning ways and means of outfitting the Junior
Band with uniforms. Their work and interest is certainly
appreciated.
Funds from the Christmas program will go to the
purchase and moving of a piano to be used in one of the
Kindergarten rooms.
I wish to thank you, Dr. Manning, and our Board of
Education for the support and cooperation given Mr.
Coombs and me in our work.
ESTHER B. COOMBS,
Supervisor of Music.
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REPORT OF ART SUPERVISOR
To Dr. Edward C. Manning,
Superintendent of Schools:
The Art Education Program in the schools of Hamp-
ton shows a continuous growth and development.
The philosophy of the art program has changed from
one of art for the talented few, to an art for all indivi-
duals at all levels. The endeavor is one of a creative ap-
proach to freedom for self-expression.
The feeling for the value of the experience beyond the
result has brought about an understanding of the unique-
ness of the individual and challenges the development
of intellect, esthetic and moral values. An objective sense
of the world is gained through his own creative activities.
By means of audio-visual facilities we are planning to
broaden our art program as well as by the exchange of
pupils' are work with other schools and extra curricular
art exhibits.
During Art Week in the month of November of this
year we held exhibits of the pupils' art work in the
Centre, Marston and High Schools, grades six through
twelve. During the spring, art work of the pupils in the
lower grades will be exhibited.
We are in need of more room as well as storage space.
The limited space finds us unable to have a full craft
program. It is expected that the establishment of the
new Regional High School will result in giving us this
advantage.
An attempt is being made to meet the present and
ever-changing need of our school population, the primary
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concern remaining the same — an effort to provide edu-
cational experiences that will result in meeting the art
needs of the individual helping him to grow and develop
his intellectual self.
The co-operation of the teachers and the administra-
tive staff has been greatly appreciated, and helped to
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REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
To Dr. Edward C. Manning,
Superintendent of Schools:
The following is a report of the School Health Pro-
gram of the Hampton Schools for the year 1957
:
Four hundred sixty-six home contacts have been made
by the nurse, usually for the purpose of reporting and
assisting in the correction of remedial defects which
were found in the screening procedures. To assure a
working "follow up" program, records are carried on
from year to year, and this explains the fact that more
vision defects were corrected than appeared from the
records to have been found. These were corrections of
vision defects found last year.
This year vision tests were given to 528 children.
Fifty-eight children showed evidence of defective vision.
Sixty-seven corrections were made. The Lions Club con-
tinues to give financial assistance whenever necessary.
Hearing checks were given to 195 children. Three chil-
dren failed to pass the test and are being treated by
physicians.
Four hundred ninety-seven children were examined by
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The school physicians examined 241 children plus all




Enlarged Tonsils 9 5
Heart 24 18
Wax in Ear Canal 3 1
A pre-school clinic was held in May at the Centre
School and sixty-three children were examined by the
nurse.
Seven children have been excused from vaccination
on recommendation of their family physicians for medi-
cal reasons.
Two polio clinics were held in the schools and 536 chil-
dren were given injections of Salk vaccine.
The following cases of contagious diseases were re-








Twenty-four children were taken to a doctor and two
were taken to the hospital. Thirty-eight children who
became ill in school were taken home. Eight hundred
eighty-five children were given first aid.
Parents will be notified immediately if a child is ill
or injured at school. Parents will be expected if possible,
and whenever necessary, to come to the school and take
their child home.
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The testing and examining procedures will continue
as usual and parents will be notified if any condition is
found by the school physician, Dr. Gauron, or the school
nurse, which indicates that a child should be seen by his
family physician.
We are fortunate in Hampton to have several service
clubs which give financial help in the correction of re-
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Statistical Data of
Hampton School District
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Eloise F. Millet! 2 24.5 90.2
Alice Ashley 2 34.2 95.2
Jean P. Ford 1 32.6 91.9
Edna J. Berry 1 32.0 92.6
Barbarann Bean 1 29.8 97.8
Elizabeth VanWert 1 13.4 89.5
Elizabeth Frye K 30.2 81.8
Frances R. Snow K 31.8 83.9
Ethel Linscott K 33.5 87.3
TOTALS 1004.4 93.8
HAMPTON PROMOTIONS, JUNE 1957
GRADE
:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Promoted 102 87 105 93 92 63 69 65 77 63 46 62
Not Promoted 8 1 2 2 1 1 1 8 3 3
Average Age 6-2 7-4 8-5 9-4 10.2 11-5 12-7 13-4 14-3 15-0 16-4 17-3
1956 — 1957 SUMMARY
Value of Publicly Owned School Buildings
Value of Public School Equipment




214 Hampton Town Report
ENROLLMENT, OCTOBER 1957
Grade: Kl 234567891011 12 Tot.
HAMPTON ACADEMY and HIGH SCHOOi
Bruce E. Russell, Principal 106 71 69 42 288















Leo T. Ryan, Jr.
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Grade: K 123456789 10 11 12 Tot.




Robert R. W. McClain
John J. Preston










Grade: K1234567891011 12 Tot.
Edna J. Berry 26
Constance Ross 27 53
Eloise F. Millett 28
Elizabeth McClain 29 57
CENTRE SCHOOL
Grade: K 1 2 3 4 5






Margaret R. Cyr 28




Carolyn E. Barrett 27
Leota R. Whitcomb 23
Phyllis Lloyd 25
Martha M. Marcotte
Hampton Town Report 215
Thelma N. Cummings 26
Priscilla W. Fernald 25 51
Alice F. Crane 28
Leanne B. Somerby 27 55
John D. Barr 28
Margaret G. Cheadle 23 51
Dorothea W. Stevens 28
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